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December 19, 1947
Present. Andrie, Arnold, Arnoldson, Badgley, Beaver, Bennett, 
Bischoff, Briggs, Brody, Browman, Bue, Castle, Clapp, Clark, WP, 
Coad, Coleman, Crow, Crowder, Davis, Davison, Diettert, Dugan 
Ely, Emblen, Ephron, Fenton, Fisher, Freeman, Frost, Gleason,* 
Golden, Gulbrandson, Harvey, Hetler D.M., Mrs. Hetler, Hoffman, 
Hook, Jeppeson, Jesse, Kelton, Kramer, Kuehlke, Leaphart, Lester, 
Line, Lory, Lowell, McGinnis, Marble, Marvin, Mason, Meadows, 
Merriam, Merrill, Meyer, MLltz, Mirrielees, Moore, Morris, Noble, 
Patten, Peterson, Phillips, Platt, Ramskill, Rinehart, Rydell, 
Sappenfield, Severy, Sherman, Shoemaker, L. Smith, T. Smith, 
Sorenson, J. B. Speer, Stiffler, Struckman, Suchy, Tascher, Teel, 
Toelle, Turner, Van Duser, Walbridge, Waters, M. C. White. B. Wilson 
Wolfard. ’
Accounted for: Ames, Armstrong, Atkinson, Berg, Blaesser, Campbell, 
Carleton, Chatland, Chinske, Clow, Coe, Cole, Cogswell, Dahlberg, 
Ferguson, Fessenden, Flint, Fritz, Gedickian, Garlington, Hall, Mrs. 
Harvey, Heiss, Hoskins, Howard, Jacobs, Karlin, Lovless, MacArthur, 
Maucker, Nelson, Paton, Shallenberger, Shattuck, George Smith, 
R. Smith, Russell, Spaulding, Stewart, Swearingen M., T. Swearingen, 
Szakash, Morris accounted for in meeting of December 13.
2. The minutes of the meeting of December 13, were approved with the 
following correction: Item 7 should have this addition, "The 
faculty unnanimously voted to approve the report of the special 
committee appointed to formulate plans for long range research 
study to determine the relationship between elementary mathematical 
ability and success in courses in the University" as this report 
called for a pilot study to be carried on this year which would 
possible lead the way to more extensive research.
3. Dr. A. S. Merrill reported briefly on advance registration for 
winter quarter, including sections closed.
4. The faculty opinion poll on the special curriculum committee 
report was discussed.




. Meeting of the faculty was held at 4:00 P.M. on call of President 
James A. McCain who presided.
Present: Ames, Armsby, Arnold, Atkinson, Bennett, Berg, Bishhoff, 
Blaesser, Bowland, Bue, Campbell, Carleton, W.P. Clark, Clow, Coad, 
Coe, Cogswell, Coleman, Crow, Crowder, Davison, DeMaris, Diettert, 
Dugan, Ely, Fenton, Fetter, Fish, Fisher, Ford, Frost, Gleason, 
Golden, Harvey, Mertler, Hoffman, Hook, Jeppeson, Jesse, Kuehlke, 
Line, Lory, McCain, Martell, Marvin, Mason, Meadows, Merriam, Merrill, 
Miller, Miltz, Mirrielees, Moe, Mollett, Moore, Noble, Paton, Patten, 
Rinehart, Rydell, Shallenberger, Shattuck, Sherman, Shoemaker, G. Smith, 
L. Smith, L. Smith, T. Smith, Sorenson, Struckman, Suchy, M. Swearingen, 
Teel, Thomas, Toelle, Turner, Van Duser, Waldon, Waters, Webb, E. White, 
Wickham, Wolfard.
Accounted for: Albright, Armstrong, Arnoldson, Beaver, Brody, Brunson, 
Chat land, Chin.ske, Dahlberg, Ferguson, Fessenden, Flint, Fritz, 
Gedickian, Garlington, Mrs. Harvey, Heiss, Hoskins, Howard, Jacobs, 
Karlin, Leaphart, Lommasson, Lovless, Lowell, MacArthur, Maucker, Nelson, 
Platt, Severy, R. Smith, Stewart, T. Swearingen, M. White, MC White, 
Williams, B. Wilson, Worden and Gilliland.
1* °M ^h! fa®ulty was hela at 4:00 P.M. on call of President
James A. McCain who presided.
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2. The minutes of the meeting of December 19 were approved.
3. New faculty members were introduced by department heads and deans.
4. President McCain discussed the legislative budget and the current budget.
5. President McCain discussed the allocation of buildings to Montana State 
University from Fort Missoula.
6. President McCain discussed emergency and sick leaves, including the 
recommendations of the Budget and Policy Committee on this subject.
7. President McCain discussed improvements and alterations to the present 
buildings and other construction projects which are being undertaken 
by Mr. Swearingen and his staff.
8. The meeting was adjourned.
LS:pk
January 31, 1947
1. The meeting of the faculty was held at 4:00 P.M. on call of President 
James A. McCain, Dr. R. H. Jesse presided.
Present: Albright, Alcorn, Ames, Aymsby, Armstrong, Arnold, Arnoldson, 
Badgley, Bennett, I. Berg, Briggs, Browman, Bue, Campbell, Carleton, 
W. P. Clark, Clow, Coe, Cogswell, Coleman, Crowder, Davis, Davison, 
DeMaris, Diettert, Dugan, Ely, Emblen, Ephron, Fenton, Fisher, Freeman, 
Frost, Golden, Hertler, D. M. Hetler, Hoffman, Hook, Jeppesen, Jesse, 
Kramer, Kuehlke, Line, Lory, Lowell, McGinnis, Martell, Marvin, Mason, 
Maucker, Meadows, Merriam, Merrill, Miltz, Mirrielees, Moe, Mbllett, 
Moore, Noble, Paton, Peterson, Phillips, Sappenfield, Severy, Shattuck, 
Shoemaker, L. Smith, T. Smith, Sorenson, Suchy, Sullenberger, M. Swearingen,
T. Swearingen, Tascher, Teel, Toelle, Van Duser, Varneck, VZebb, V. Wilson, 
Wolfard, Wren and Wright. Mollett was present January 17.
Accounted for: Atkinson, Beaver, Bischoff, Blaesser, Brody, Chinske, 
F. Clark, Dahlberg, Ferguson, Fessenden, Fish, Flint, Ford, Fritz, 
Gedickian, Garlington, Gilliland, Gray, Harvey, Heiss, Hoskins-, Howard, 
Jacobs, Karlin, Kelton, Lester, Lommasson, Lovless, MacArthur, Miller, 
Morris, Nelson, Patten, Platt, Rinehart, Shallenberger, R. Smith, Stewart 
Struckraan, Szakash, Walbridge, Waters, Wendt, M. White, M.C. White, 
Williams, B. Wilson and Worden.
2. The minutes of the meeting of January 17 were approved.
3. Mr. A. C. Cogswell discussed the objectives and functions of the Public
Service Division. ’ '
4. Leo Smith, Registrar, requested and was granted a continuation for the 
remainder of the academic year of the experimental policy adopted fall 
quarter by the faculty on dropping courses: "After the end of the 6th 
week any study who drops a course will receive an "F" unless this grade 
is changed to a "W" by special permission of the registrar". It was 
emphasized by the registrar that no grade would ever be changed without 
first consulting the instructor involved.
5. Dr. E. G. Merriam reported on the Rhodes Scholarship examinations and 
appointments, and the basis for selection.
6. Dr. Wolfard presented a progress report of the Committee on Student 
Preparation in English (Miss Mirrielees, Chairman).
7. The meeting was adjourned.
LS: rk
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Meeting of the faculty was held at 4:00 P M 
James A. McCain, Dr. R. H. Jesse presided*. ’
February 14, 1947 
on call of President
Present * Alcorn, Ames. Arnold oa*, axi . ...
Bowland, Brunson, Bue, Campbell, Castle W P B©rg, Bischoff,Coleman, Crow, Crowder, Davis Davpon C°ad’ Coe» c°S®well,
Fessenden, Fetter, Fisher, Ford Freeman Frost Dugan» Ely» r«aton,Ooelltz, Golden, Gulbrandsen, Hall, DSM. HitlerHSttnS^Hbok^nw’ aieaSOn’
Stimer, Struckman, Suehy, Sullenberger, Tascher' Teei.^st Ser' 
Van Duser, Varneck, Walbridge, Waters, Webb, Wendt V Wilson Wolfs-rH ’w Wright and Briggs. Present January 31, Croi. ’ ’ Wolfard, Wren,
2. The minutes of the meeting of January 31, 1947 were approved.
3. As unfinished business Dr. Jesse asked Dr. Merriam to continue the 
discussion on the recommendations of the Special Curriculum Committee. 
Dr. Merriam presented the recommendations of the Committee as a seconded 
motion with the request that the recommendations be voted upon without 
discussion since the copy had been,in the hands of the faculty fbr some 
time. Dr. J. E. Miller moved that voting be by secret ballot. Dr. 
Browman seconded the motion which was passed by a vote of 47 Yes 39 No 
after a call for division of the house. Following is the seconded motion:
"The Special Curriculum Committee presents to the faculty, after 
consultation with President McCain, its report as a seconded motion. 
It moves:
R8 That each student in the University be required to study in 
each of five fields of knowledge and values, namely, physical 
sciences, biological sciences, the social sciences, the 
humanities and psychology-philosophy-history of religion 
(perhaps entitled "The Mind and Nature of Man");
R9 that 4 integrated courses and a "major" be required of all 
students in the University, the study in the "major" sub­
stituting for one of the 5 general courses recommended;
R6 that these 4 general courses be offered for 4 credits a 
quarter for 3 quarters;
R5 that offerings in the 4 general courses now given (the 
physical sciences, the biological sciences, the social 
sciences, the humanities) be modified as may be wise for 
as full attainment as possible of the objectives of 
basic education;
R7 that a new course in psychology, philosophy, history of 
religion (perhaps entitled "The Mind and Nature of Man") 
be set up and required of all students for 3 credits a 
quarter for 3 quarters;
RIO that each school and department determine for itself at 
what time and how its students shall take these 5 general 
courses;
R4 that Communication (reading, speaking, «vriting) be required 
of all freshmen for 3 credits a quarter for 3 quarters;
R13 that opportunity to take a comprehensive examination over 
the subject-matter contained in any of the 5 general courses 
be offered to any students, and that success in that 
comprehensive examination exempt the student from further 
requirements in that general course;
Rll that each school and department shall determine whether it 
shall or shall not require study of a foreign language or 
foreign languages of its students;
Accounted for: Albright, Armsby, Badgley, Blaesser, Brody, Carleton, Chinske 
S Dahlberg, Flint, Fritz, Garlington, Heiss, Hertler, Howard,
Karlin, Leaphart, Lommasson, MacArthur, Mollett, Nelson. G. Smith R Smith 
Stewart, M. Swearingen, T, Swearingen, Szakash, Toelle, M. White,’mc * White, ’ 
Williams and Mrs. Harvey.
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R2 that work in health education, public and personal, to a 
minimum of three credits be required of all students;
R3 that the present requirement in physical education stand 
for the present, but that some committee give it study;
R1 that a permanent committee be appointed for current study 
of the curriculum;
R12 that instructors who judge work periods helpful be encouraged 
to establish them."
The motion was lost by a vote of 69 No - 28 Yes.
4. Dean James L. C. Ford moved that:
*1. Every student in the University be required to take three out 
of four general courses in the biological and physical sciences, 
the social sciences, and the humanities for three quarters each, 
at four credits each per quarter; and that, possible departmental 
exemptions to the three required courses be set up through a 
committee consisting of:
a) Two representatives, on a rotating basis, from the 
School or Division involved; these representatives 
to be appointed by the president;
b) Two members from.the present Special Curriculum 
Committee, to be appointed by the president;
c) The chairman of the regular Curriculum Committee, 
who also will serve as chairman of this committee 
on exemptions."
The motion was seconded by Dr. Jesse. Dr. Miller and Dr. Browman spoke 
against the motion and Dr. Browman moved that the motion be amended as 
follows: "That every study in the University be required to study in 
the 4 fields of knowledge, the biological sciences, the physical sciences, 
the social sciences, and the humanities, not less than' 3 quarters each 
with the "major" counting as the fourth field and that departmental 
exemptions be set up as provided in Mr. Ford’s original motion". The 
motion to ammend Mr. Ford’s motion was seconded.
Dr. Atkinson then moved that all motions and ammendments before the 
house be postponed until the next faculty meeting or at the convenience 
of President McCain. The motion was seconded by Dr. Phillips and passed.
5* Dr• W. P. Clark asked that motions to be presented to the'faculty be mimeo­
graphed hereafter and distributed for prior consideration in order that it 
might be possible to vote intelligently on the issue involved.
Dr. Kenneth P. Davis stated that; (1) he felt that no real attempt at 
appraisal of the effectiveness of present general courses had been mada; 
(2) that there had not been adequate recognition to date of the particular 
and peculiar problems of professional schools; (3) that alternative plans 
had not been explored sufficiently.
6. President McCain discussed legislative proposals of interest to Montana 
State University.






The minutes of the meeting of February 14, 1947 were approved.
The president requested faculty members to turn in mimeographed forms stating 
interests in standing committees and emphasized the importance of new faculty 
members becoming members of these committees.
The president read a letter from the Editor of the Kaimin, stating that he thi nks 
that the faculty meetings should be covered by a Kaimin reporter. Dean Davis 
moved that the student members may be invited into the faculty meeting by the 
president when discussions are of interest to the students. The motion was 
seconded and passed. President McCain then requested that the minutes of 
faculty meetings, starting with the minutes of February 27, be forwarded to the 
Kaimin Editor.
It was proposed by President McCain that a sub-committee of the Curriculum 
Committee be appointed, which would be made up of three faculty members at 
large and three from the present Curriculum Committee.
President McCain explained that the Curriculum Comnittee is made up of the 
vice-president of the University as Chairman, Deans, Chairman of Departments, 
Chairman of the Committee on Admission and Graduation, the Chairman of the 
Divisions and the Registrar.
Dr. Browman withdrew his amendment to Dean Ford’s motion on General Education 
made in the meeting of February 14. Dr. Lowell who had seconded the amendment 
consented. Dean Ford withdrew his motion on General Education made on February 
14. Dr. Jesse who had seconded the motion consented.
Dean Davis moved:
”1. That the faculty is in accord with the aims of general education as 
presented in the report of the Special Curriculum Committee and 
supports action to effectuate these aims at Montana State University 
as fully as may be practicable, not only through courses especially 
designed to achieve these aims but in all its teaching.
2. That existing survey courses be re-examined and revised to better 
meet the aims of general education.
3. That study be given to the development of additional courses 
contributing to general education.”
The motion was seconded and passed.
Dr. W. P. Clark presented and discussed a mimeographed report on the Graduate 
School
A. meeting of* "the faculty was held at 4-*00 p ’r « -in ~ _ who presided. * P,M‘ on cal1 of President James A. McCain
Present: Ames, Arnoldson, Atkinson, Bennett, I. Bera Bischn-ft* ri «
Brotvman, Brunson, Bue, K. Campbell Clann 7 p mQSZ. ‘®chof^> Blaesser> Priggs, 
Crow, Davis, Davison, Diettert Duaan Elv i? bi p \C1°W* Goad» Cogswell, Coleman, Freeman, Glkson, Goid“, HeitJr Ford’
Leaphart, Line, Lonmasson, Lovless, Lowell, Meciln’ lirble Mart ell8 \S^‘el’’»KUehlke’ 
Mauoker Merriam, Merrill, Hitz, Mlrrielees, Mollit, Kboie, Noble* & ’
Rinehart, Rydell, Sappenfield, Severy, Sherman, Shoemaker, L. Smith T. Smith’
, Sorenson, Struckman, Suohy, M. Swearingen, Tascher, Teel, Thomas, Toelle Turner 
VanDuser, tfaters Aiekham, V. Wilson, Wren, Wright, E. Bennett, DeMarls nT ’ 
Moe, Webb and Wolfard. ’ ^cmi-is, nsn,
Accounted for: Albright, Andrie, Armsby, Armstrong, Brody, Carleton Cbinske 
Sw F®ssenden’ better, Flint, Fritz, Frost, tedlckian, ’
Arlington, Gilliland, Mrs. Harvey, Heiss, Howard, Karlin, Lester, MacArthur, 
r p1 lef;b q!On’ Patten» Flatt> Ramskill, Shallenberger, F. Smith,
?/ 51. h’ omith» Stewart, T. Swearingen, Szakash, Varneck, Walbridge, Wendt 
M. White, M.C. White, and Williams. *
The following candidates for degrees and certificates (List No. 31), March 20, 1947, 
were submitted to the faculty by Dr. W. R. Ames, Chairman of the Committee on 
Admission and Graduation, subject to the provisions that all requirements for the 
respective degrees and certificates be completed in accordance with faculty rules. 
The candidates were unanimously approved by the faculty as follows.
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES
List No. 31 
at close of Winter Quarter, March 20, 1947 
submitted to Faculty, February 27, 1947 
subject to provision that all requirements 
for the respective degrees and certificates 
be completed in accordance with faculty rules.
RECOMMENDED BY COIMITTEE ON AEMISSION AND GRADUATION, AMES, CHAIRMAN
Credits in Total
I. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts: Major Subject Credits
CHEMISTRY
Robert L. Dow 57 189
Robert A. Vickers, III 57 215
ECONOMICS & SOCIOLOGY
George I. J. Dixon 54 196
Dorothy L. LeVasseur 53 186
ENGLISH
Nessa H. Fleming 58 184
Evelyn Johnson 54 187
Agnes Antonia Regan 66 189
GEOLOGY
Roy A. Davidson . 65 189
HISTORY & POLITICAL SCIENCE
Helen Jane Olson 57 184
Joseph Thiebes 54^ 208
LAW
William S. Mather, Jr. 74 ' 203-g-
MJSIC
Jean C. Livdahl 65 185
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Mary Isabelle Clement 57 196
II• For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration:
Marjorie A. Ahlgren 57 210
Clyde R. Carrington 54 ’ 202^-
Cecil W. Everin 53 200
Frank E. Flaherty 58 180
William P. Gebhardt 53 188
William V. George, Jr. 67 185
Robert Eugene Johnson 54 195
Don R. Lee 54> 214|
James P. Ross 58 189
Donald W. Young 60 191’2
Jay Frederick Shelley 79 183
III. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Education:
Ross W. Cocking (Also major in BusAd) 41 222
Earl L. French 42 £ 180
IV. For the degree of Bachelor of Apts in Journalism:
George O’Connell 66^ 209^-
Arnold A. Rivin 78 187
V. For the degree of Bachelor of Laws:
Jasper C. DeDobbeleer 130
Marvin E. Hagen 129
Frank I. Haswell 128
David Karsted 126
Joseph A. McElwain 128
Robert T. Pantzer 126
Donald E. Ronish 127
Frederick J. Weber 126










I, For the degree of Master of Education:
William E. Schleder 45
II. For the State Certificate to Teach
Major 
Ross M. Cocking Education
Evelyn M. Johnson English
Minor
Math, Bus Ad, History 
Spanish and Latin
Recommended for graduation with honors since they were certified by the 
Registrar as having a ”B" average at the beginning of the last quarter of 
residence and were recommended by the chairmen of their major departments. 
Major Grade received in Scholarship
Name Department senior examination index Aut, 1946
Clyde R. Carrington Business Admin 2.27
Robert L. Dow Chemistry 2.37
Thomas L. Finch Forestry 2.08
Evelyn M. Johnson English B 2.16
Jean C. Livdahl Music 2.71
Agnes Antonia Regan English 2.82
Jay Frederick Shelley Business Admin 2.49
1, Recommended by the Committee on Graduate Study, Clark, Chairman
I. For the degree of Master of Education
William Edwin Schleder
B. E., Montana State Normal College 1934
Board of Examiners:









1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:00 P.M. on call of President James 
A. McCain who presided.
Item 1, add name of Dr. Wolfard to those present.
Item 5, line 2, Committee be appointed, not .&• 
Item 8, add: "The motion was seconded and passe .
Item 11, change Total Credits to
Present: Alcorn, Ames, Armsby, Arnold, Atkinson, Badgley, Bennett, Berg, 
Blaesser, Briggs, Brunson, Bue, Campbell, Carleton, Castle, P. Clark, 
Coad, Coe, Cogswell, Coleman, Crow, Crowder, Davison, Diettert, Dugan, Ely, 
Emblen, Ephron, Fenton, Fisher, Ford, Freeman, Frost, Gleason, Golden, Harvey, 
Hertler, Jesse, Kramer, Leaphart, Line, Lory, Lovless, Lowell, McCain, 
McGinnis, Marble, Martell, Marvin, Mason, Meadows, Merriam, Merrill, ML Itz, 
Mirrielees, Moore, Noble, Peterson, Sappenfield, Severy, Shoemaker, L. smith, 
T. Smith, Struckman, M. Swearingen, Tascher, Teel, Turner, Van Duser, V. Wilson, 
Wolfard, Wren, Wright, M. Moe, Sullenberger, E. »»ebb, Bowland.
Accounted for: Brody, Chinske, Clapp, Dahlberg, Ferguson, Fessenden, ^-int, 
Fritz, Gedickian, Garlington, Hall, Heiss, D. M. Hetler, Mrs. Metier, i Hoffman, 
Howard, Jeppesen, Karlin, Lester, Lommasson, Ma r qmith
Paton, Patten, Phillips, Platt, Ramskill, Rinehart, Gallenberger, G Smith, 
R. Smith, Spaulding, J.B. Speer, Stewart, T. Swearingen, Szakash, Thoma » 
Vetter, ’Waters, Wendt, M. White, M.C. White, Williams, Mrs. Harvey and Gilliland.
2. The minutes of the meeting held February 27, were approved with the following 
corrections:
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3 President McCain asked for a vote on postponing the faculty meeting scheduled 
f£ March 11. The smeting was postponed until the first part of the spring 
quarter.
4 Dr G. B. Castle reuorted on recommendations of the Budget and Folicy Comittetl 
and announced that copies of the minutes of all meetings of this committee are I 
on file in the office of the president and in the files of the committee if
any faculty member wishes to consult them.
5. The meeting was adjourned.
Is :pk I
April - 1, 1947
1. A meeting
A. McCain
of the faculty was 
who presided.
held at 4:00 P.M. on call of President James
i
Present* Ames. Armsby, Atkinson, Bennett, Bischoff, BowlandBriggs, Brody, r^ark, OartlS. Cla^, W. P. Clark, Clow, Coad Cogswell, Oole»n, 
S Davis, Davison, Diettart, Sitf, Emblen, Ferguson, Fisher, Ford, Freamar., 
Golden Wren, Hertler, Hetler, Hoffman, Webb, Howard, Jeppesen, Jesse, Kelton, 
Leanhart, Line, Lowell, McCain, McGinnis, Marvin, Mason, ^Mr, Merriy, 
Merrill, Morris, Mata,, Nollett,-Moore, Noble, Peterson, Phillips, Platt, 
Sanuenfleld, Shallenberger, 1. Smith, Sorenson, S truckman L. Speer, Suchy,
T. Swearingen, Tascher, Teel, Thomas, Toelle,, Water,, Wolfard,
Alcorn,-Armstrong,Badglcy, Browman, Coe, Crowder, Dahlberg, Fenton, 
Frankenstein, Gilliland, Lovless, Marble, Martell, Meadows, Mirrielees, 
Rinehart, Shoemaker, G. Smith, T. Smith, Stiffler, Sullenberger, Turner, 
Van Duser, Varneck, M.C. White, V. Wilson.
Accounted for: Berg, Blaesser, Bue, Carleton, Chinske, Fessenden, Flint, 
Ffcitz, Gedickian, Garlington, Gleason, Hall, Heiss, Karlin, Lester, 
Lommasson, MacArthur, Miller, Nelson, Paton, Patten, Ramskill,.Severy, 
R. Smith, Stewart, Szakash, Walbridge, M. White, Williams, Harvey and
2. The minutes of the meeting held March 7 were approved.
3. Dr. G. B. Castle, Chairman of the Budget and Policy Committee, reported that 
the committee recommended Robert Chilton Guthrie for the honorary degree o 
Doctor of Science. It was moved by Dr. Shallenberger that the recomnendatlon 
be approved. The motion was seconded by Mr. Crowder and was passed by the 
faculty.
4. Mr. Struckman presented as a seconded motipn the following:
"It is moved that the Committee on English Standards be empowered to 
administer such tests at such times as appear necessary in order to 
determine Engl ish deficiencies in the University.
The motion was recommended by Dr. Jesse who also recommended that the Committee 
on English Standards exercise care in the selection of periods to be sure t a 
no excessive demand is made on the classes in any particular periods. 
recommended that the conmittee be empowered to test the entire junior class 
once during a two hour period, also to test the ninety juniors who have not 
yet taken the English test being administered by the English Standards 
Connittee.




b who^presided^ b** ” 4!°° °“ °al1 °f fte31dent
Present: Ames, Armsby, Atkinson, Bennett, Bischoff, Blaesser, Briggs Brodv 
Campbell, Carleton, Castle, Clapp, W. P. Clark, Clow, Coad, Cogswell!’colem 
D^Vi®°n» Die**er*» Ely, Ephron, Ferguson, Fisher, Ford, Freeman 
Golden, Hall, Hertler, Hetler, Hoffman, Hook, Howard, Jeppesen, Jesse, Kreme 
Leaphart, Line, Izwell, McCain, McGinnis, Marvin, Mason, Maucker, Merriam, 
Merrill, Miller, Miltz, Mollett, Moore, Noble, Peterson, Phillips, Platt 
Sappenfield, Shallenberger, L. Smith, Sorenson, J.B. Speer, L. Speer, Suchy 
M. Swearingen, T. Swearingen, Tascher, Teel, Thomas, Toelle, Wendt, Wo Ifard* 
DeMaris, Fish, Gilliland, and Mbe. ’
*
Accounted for: Armstrong, Berg, Brunson, Bue, Albright, Chinske, Crowder, 
Dahlberg, Dugan, Fenton, Fessenden, Flint, Fritz, Gedickian, Garlingtkn, 
Gleason, Heiss, Karlin, Lester, Lommasson, Lovless, MacArthur, Nelson, 
Paton, Patten, Ramskill, G. Smith, R. Smith, T. Smith, Spaulding, Stewart, 
Struckman, Szakash, Waters, M. White, M.C. White, Williams, Mrs. Harvey, 
Fetter, and Varneck.
2. The minutes of the meeting held April 1 were approved.
3. President McCain announced the membership of the Faculty Club Committee 
as follows:
Dr. and Mrs. Donald J. Emblen — Dr. Emblen, Chairman
Mr. and Mrs, Edward B. Dugan
Mr. and Mrs. Alex F. Peterson
Dr. and Mrs. Philip L. Wright
Mr. Aden Arnold
Miss Cleo Crow
4. President McCain advised faculty members who might be interested in one 
of the sixteen housing units at Fort Missoula to call Mrs. Leigh in the 
housing office.
5. Mr. Atkinson discussed the possibility of a summer school commencement and 
moved that a committee composed of Dr. Maucker, Mr. Atkinson, Mr. Freeman, 
and the registrar be appointed to investigate with power to act. The 
motion was seconded and passed.
6. Under the heading of new business, the faculty elected the following faculty 
members to membership on committees:
(a) Dr. W. P. Clark as a member of the Service Committee. Mr. 
Toelle was re-appointed by the president.
(b) Dr. Gordon Castle was re-elected chairman of the Budget and 
Policy Committee.
(c) Dr. John Wolfard was elected as a member of the Missoula 
County Educational Council.
(d) Dr. Edmund Freeman- was elected as a member of the Appointments 
and Promotions Committee.





Dr. J. E. Miller from the Arts group
Dr. C. R. Jeppesen from the Science group.
Dean C. W. Leaphart from the Schools group.






1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:00 P.M. on call of President James
A. McCain who presided.
Present: Alcorn, Ames, Armsby, Atkinson, Badgley, Berg, Blaesser, Briggs, 
Brody, Bue, Campbell, Clapp, W.P. Clark, Clow, Coe, Cogswell, Coleman, Crow, 
Davison, Diettert, Dugan, Ely, Fenton, Ford, Freeman, Gilliland, Gleason, 
D. M. Hetler, Jesse, Line, Lommasson, Lovless, McCain, McGinnis, Marble, 
Marvin, Maucker, Meadows, Merriam, Merrill, Miller, Mollett, Moore, Peterson, ( 
Phillips, Platt, Sappenfield, Severy, Shallenberger, Shoemaker, L. Smith, 
T. Smith, J.B. Speer, Struckman, Suchy, M. Swearingen, T. Swearingen, 
Tascher, Thomas, Turner, Van Duser, V. Wilson, Wolfard and Varneck.
Accounted for: Albright, Brunson, Chinske, F. Clark, Dahlberg, Davis, 
Fessenden, Flint, Fritz, Gedickian, Garlington, Hall, Heiss, Karlin, 
Lester, Lory, MacArthur, Martell, Nelson, Paton, Patten, Ramskill,
G. Smith, R. Smith, Stewart, Stiffler, Szakash, Waters, Williams, I
Mrs. Harvey and Fetter.
2. President McCain urged that every faculty member assist with the various 
activities of the Interscholastic Track Meet.
3. Mr. Atkinson was asked by Dp. Waters to remind the faculty that all prizes, 
awards and scholarships should be kept secret until the convocation on 
June 6.
4. Dr. W. R. Ames as Chairman of the Committee on Admission and Graduation 
reported that all candidates on List No. 31, accepted at the meeting of 
the faculty held on February 27, 1947, have completed requirements for 
their respective degrees and certificates with the following exceptions:
I, For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration.
Cecil W. Everin
II. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in English and for the 
State Certificate to Teach.
Evelyn Johnson
5. Under the heading of new business Mr. W. W. Blaesser, Director of 
Student Personnel Services, made a report on the Division of Student 
Personnel Services. A chart and mimeographed copy outlining the 
philosophy, objectives and administrative program of the Student 
Personnel Program were previously distributed to the faculty.




1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:00 P.M. on call of President James 
A. McCain, Dr. R.H. Jesse presided.
Present: Ames, Armsby, Arnold, Atkinson, Bennett, Berg, Castle, Clapp, 
W.P. Clark, Clow, Coleman, Crow, Davis, Davison, Dugan, Ely, Emblen, 
Ephron, Fisher, Freeman, Golden, Harvey, Hertler, Hoffman, Jesse Leaphart, 
Line, Lommasson, Lowell, McGinnis, Marvin, Mason, Maucker, Merrill, Miller, 
Mollett, Noble, Phillips, Platt, Sappenfield, Severy, Shallenberger, 
Sorenson, Struckman, Teel, Thomas, Turner, M.C. VJhite, Wilson, Wolfard, Waters 
Wright, DeMaris, Gilliland and Sullenberger.
Accounted for: Albright, Alcorn, Blaesser, Brunson, Carleton, Chinske, F. 
Clark, Dahlberg, Diettert, Fenton, Ferguson, Fessenden, Flint, Ford, Fritz, 
Gedickian, Garlington, Gleason, Hall, Neiss, Karlin, Lester, Lory, Macarthur, 
McCain, Martell, Merriam, Moore, Nelson, Paton, Patten, Ramskill, G. Smith, 




The minutes of the meetings held April 16 and April 25 were approved. 
(LltTi ann°Unc®d that a mimeographed statement will be sent to the 
tSX 2 d y% the effect that classes will be dismissed on
Thursday and Friday of track meet. Of ices will remain open in the 
members °Vbe clerical staff wiH Riven half holidays on 
Thursday afternoon and Friday'afternoon. He also announced that contracts 
for the coming year will be placed in the mail boxes on the afternoon of 
May 6, or the morning of May 7,.
4. Dr. Jesse presented the report of the Curriculum Committee in the form of 
a seconded motion. The report was previously distributed to the faculty. 
A motion was made, bv Dr. Browman and Seconded by Dr. Lowell that the words 
•'and the permission of the registrar" be deleted from the next to the last 
paragraph on Page 1 of the report and that the words "and the registrar" be 
deleted from the last paragraph on Page 1. After a short discussion Mr. 
Harvey moved that the statement in the sixth paragraph on Page 34 of the 
catalog with the consent of adviser and instructor and the permission of 
the chairman of the Board of Advisers" not be changed and that in the last 
paragraph on Page 1 of the report the words "chairman of the Board of 
Advisers" replace the word "registrar". Dr. Castle seconded the motion. 
The motion was carried.
A motion was made by Dr. Browman, seconded by Dr. Lowell, that the course 
number 100, Conservation of Natural and Human Resources in Montana, be 
transferred from the Division of Biological Sciences to the School of 
Education. The motion was not carried.
There being no further discussion the faculty passed the motion that the 
report of the Curriculum Committee be adopted as amended. •
5. The meeting was adjourned.
el:mf
May 27, 1947
1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:00 P.M. on call of President James 
A. McCain who presided.
Present: Ames, Armsby, Armstrong, Arnold, Atkinson, Bennett, Briggs, 
Brunson, Castle, Clapp, W.P. Clark, Clow, Coad, Cogswell, Crow, Crowder, 
Davj.s, Davison, Dugan, Ely, Emblen, Fenton, Ford, Freeman, Golden, Gray, 
Hall, D.M. Hetler, Hook, Jeppesen, Jesse, Line, Lommasson, Lowell, McCain, 
Martell, Marvin, Mason, Maucker, Merriam, Merrill, Meyer, Miltz, Moore, 
Noble, Phillips, Rinehart, Sappenfield, Shallenbergcr, J.A. Shoemaker, 
T.H. Shoemaker, Sorenson, Struckman, Tascher, Teel, Turner, Van Duser, 
V. Wilson, Wolfard, .Vren, Varneck, DeMaris, Fetter, Sullenberger, Kraus, 
Porter and L. Smith.
Accounted for: Albright, Bischoff, Blaesser, Bue, Chinske, F. Clark, 
Dahlberg, Diettert, Fessenden, Flint, Fritz, Gedickian, Garlington, Gleason, 
Heiss, Hoffman, Karlin, Lester, Lory, MacArthur, Mann, Miller, Nelson, 
Paton, Patten, Platt, Ramskill, Severy, Sherman, R. Smith, T. Smith, 
Stewart, Stiffler, Szakash, Waters, Williams, Mrs. Harvey, Moe and k. 
Swearingen.
2. The minutes of the meeting of May 6, 1947 were approved.
5 President McCain submitted a report on the meeting of the State Board of 
’ Education iXirs changes in out-of-residence leave regulations and the 
change in the non-resident fee for out-of-state students.
4 The President also reported on the meeting of the National Association of 
State Universities held in Washington, D.C. He announced also that there 
is a good chance that Montana State University will get an appropriation to 
complete the 108 housing units.
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5. Professor Atkinson, Chairman of the Commencement Committee, announced 
that all faculty members who had any intentions of applying for leave of 
absence during Commencement Week must do so by Thursday, June 5.
6. Under unfinished business the President proposed that the letter of the 
Budget and Policy Committee on Blocking of classes for registration which 
was submitted to the registrar be submitted at the next faculty meeting 
which will be held on June 5.
7. The following candidates for degrees and certificates (List No. 32) June 13 , 
1947, were submitted to the faculty by Dr. W.R. Ames, Chairman of the 
Committee on Admission and Graduation, subject to the provisions that all 
requirements for the respective degrees and certificates be completed in 
accordance with the faculty rules. The candidates were unanimously ap­
proved by the faculty as follows:
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES
List No. 32
at close of Spring Quarter, June 13, 1947 
submitted to Faculty, May 27, 1947 
subject to provision that all requirements 
for the respective degrees and certificates 
be completed in accordance with faculty rules.
RECOMMENDED BY COMMITTEE-ON ADMISSION AND GRADUATION, AMES, CHAIRMAN
Credits in Total
I. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts: Major Subject Credits
BACTERIOLOGY
Caroline Collins 43 193
Marion E. Headley 43 191
Patricia Lou Murphey 43 187
Margaret Louise Newman 48 189
George Prlain (Also major in Pre-Med) 40 193
Ruth Ann Sackett- 39 193
Mary Kathryn Spacht ' 43 189
CHEMISTRY
Beverly Ross Garrett 69 197
Robert A. Gulbrandsen 58 248
Thomas E. Roberts 73 212
Enid Irene Williams 64 205
ECONOMICS & SOCIOLOGY
Howard R. Flint 54 218
Jean Heinecke 58 180^
Jean Carol Johnson 64 191
Anna Vee Mather 65 189
Mary B. Morrow 65 187
John W. Reagan, Sr. 63 191
Dorothy Margaret Reilly 60 186
Viola Fern Schuff (Also major in Bus Ad) 53 194
William Henry Wade 52 186
Mary Barbara Wayne 53 194
ENGLISH
Shirley Johnson Clark * 52 191
Shirley V. Davis 68 186
Margaret Eileen Duncan 93 218
Doris Marie Gerdrum 56 215
Evelyn Marie Johnson 57 187
Marjorie Ray Karlin 73I 188 j
Janice Gean Smith 71 192
Celestyne Evangeline Streifling 64 187j
Robert C. Wylder 76 213
FRENCH
Frances Lolo Fenell 26 188
GEOLOGY
Richard M. Cifelli 46 198j
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HISTORY & POLITICAL SCIENCE





















































































































































Helen Lee Atkinson 75 186
Marjorie Adell Bain 65 192
Beverly-Ann Bradner 74 190
Barbara Cyr 65 184
Leah Virginia Ferris 65 186
Arthur E. McCartan 63^ 180
Pauline Schaller > 65 187
Lois Jean Smith (Also major in Econ) ; 60 189
SPANISH <
Lucille Marie Mannix (Also major in Bus Ad) 42 188
ZOOLOGY
Ralph 0. Durham 40 187
Dolores Lorraine Fellows 49 180
William Bartlett Hebard 59 203
Anna Josephine Kelley 46 194
II. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration:
Alice Isabel Anderson 57 190
Ruth Marie Anderson 69 188
William R. Anderson 67 190j
James L. Athearn 53 188
Richard D. Auger 58' 206
Bfruce McLean Brown 52. 193
Royal T. Brown 52 217.
Evelyn Elizabeth Centers 64 186
Clara B. Cole 74 191,
Dorothy Marie Craig 73 190
Paul L. Daly 60 186j
John Robert Davidson 58i 187
Robert G. Dowen 65 186j
Eugene E. Eichler 671 180
Russell Clair Gates 57 190
Minnie G. Graykowske 60 188
Shirley Jean Hasty 60 186
William Lenord .Hinrichs 136 246
Hames W. Holley 62 1861
Michael J. Hughes (Also major in Law) 42 221
William J. Humphrey 53 192
Robert Edgar Johnson 56 g 230|
Ross M. Jones 58 197
Joseph H. Kappes 61 180g
Robert L. Kenyon 67 187
Virginia Lorraine Knapp 63 186
Betty Mae Lowthian 55 181
Richard R. McElroy 62 190
Donald H. McKenzie 92 193
Kenneth Harvey McRae 75 186
James Franklin Macintosh 70 188|
Maurice Anthony Maffei 63 186
William M. Marmont 54 192
E. Burton Maynard 53 199|
Arlene Peterson , 73 186
George Edward Philips 59 183
Neal A. Rasmussen 60 203
Lois Christine Sanders 93 192
Garnet Lucille Sethne 57 194
Otis Jerome Silk 66 186|
Albert LeRoy Solander 73 189
Edwin Dennis Spackman 62 187 i
Delford R. Stamy 82 183
Richard Terry Stegner 66 189
Louis C. Stevens, Jr. ' 54 210
Richard William Swanson 53 186
Nels E. Turnquist 53| 186^
Robert B. Tweto 63 199
Barbara Van Horn 64 186
John Robert Wedum 63 190
Patricia Florence ’Wendt 56 186
Peggy Westlake 64 191
Frank Edward York 102 203
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III* For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Education*
Russell E. Fitschen 43I 
Andrew Harrison Grubbs 43* 
Sherman B. Hubley 42 
Dorothy Faye Kimball 40 
Edith Ward Malcolm 42 
Robert Donald Manley 41 
Albert J. Muskett 40 









IV. For the degree of Bachelor of Science in Forestry;
Oscar W. Ayers. HQ
Frank T. Bailey, Jr. 98
Robert Lee Casebeer 105
Archie D. Craft 9Q1
Vernon Orville Hamre 103
Calvin Merle Hofferber 115
Layton Francis Jones 106
William Paul Lukes 105
Morris E. Moe 102
Jack E. Schmautz 105
James E. Street 98
Malcolm Sterling Wardell 110






























VI. For the degree of Bachelor of Music:
MUSIC EDUCATION
Susan Isabel Brenner
Sybil Christiani Caraker 
Alan L. Fryberger
Harold H. Martin 
Richmond Henry Pease






















For the degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing Education:
Joyce E. Little







Alice Drum Blair 70 
Tannisse Elizabeth Brown 84 
John Anthony Buzzetti, 79 
Lloyd Theodore Delaney 78 
Jean Edeva Dineen 95 
Edward John Dolan 93 
Roberta Joan Engelking 89 
Norma Lee Jellison 84 
Patricia Jean McCullough 82 
Richard Ross Miller 78 
Lois Patricia Nelson 82 
Warren Newton Reichman 71 
Mary Constance Schmit - 78 
Patricia Coverdale Scott 89 
Betty Irine Smith 75
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Trygve Brensdal 9®
Harold Laurence Degnan 188
Kendall T. Eernisse 95 190
Francis Carl Hammerness 101 232j
Dorothy A. Kirscher 10® 194
Jay Tyler Plumb 117 230
Lola Mary Speelmon 106 188
Jack Thomas Zimmerman 103 196
IX. For the degree of Bachelor of Science in Wild Life Technology?
James C. Salinas 68 234
X. For the degree of Bachelor of Laws?
Bruce C. Babbitt 1-26 126
Curtis Custer Cook 135 135
Paul Eugene Hoffman 126 127
Allen Robert McKenzie 127 127
Arthur R. Martin 132 132
John MacHale Schiltz 126 126
Robert Chester Sykes 135 135
XI. For the secondary State Certificate to Teach:
Name Major Minors
Audrey Lawson Averill Home Economics Chemistry
English
Susan I. Brenner Music Education English
Royal T. Brown Business Administration Education
History
Charles T. Burgess Physical Education History
Dorothy Vaughn Campbell Home Economics Spanish
Chemistry
Sybil Christiani Caraker Public School Music Fine Arts
English
Shirley Johnson Clark English Music
Clyde R. Davis Hist. & Pol. Sci Economics & Soc.
Louise Dreibelbis Physical Education Home Economics
Russell Fitschen Mathematics Physical Science
Eugene M. Fleming Physical Education History
Alan L. Fryberger Music Mathematics
Florence C. Grawe Home Economics Spanish
Minnie G. Graykowske Business Administration Home Economics
Andrew H. Grubbs Education English
History & Pol. Sci.
Elizabeth Ann Hiett Home Economics French
Elaine Hoover Physical Education Business Administration
Sherman B. Hubley History English
Noreen B. Ingle Mathematics Spanish
Evelyn Marie Johnson English Spanish
Latin
Dorothy Faye Kimball Education English
History
Sociology
Betty Mae Lowthian Business Administration Home Economics
Richard R. McElroy Business Administration History
Edith R. Malcolm Music English
Harold H. Martin Music History
Marian Joyce Mast Home Economics Fine Arts
Chemistry
Albert J. Muskett Education History
Physical Education 
Spanish
Richmond H. Pease Music Latin
French


















Lillian Mary J. Tupac
Florence Winifred Wildman 


























' Recommended for graduation with honors since they were certified by the 
Registrar as having a MB” average at the beginning of the last quarter of resi­
dence and were recommended by the chairmen of their major departments.
CHEMISTRY
William Rance Pope
B.A., Stanford University, 1936





^^.;r^OnTheaTrealmentr^d Authenticity of the Historical Background^ 
the Revolutionary Romances of William Gilmore Simms.
George David Craig
B A Montana State University, 1941 .
Thesis: The Application of Modern Psychological Theories to the 
characters of Thomas Wolfe*
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Major Grade received in Scholarship inde:
Name Department senior examination Winter, 1947
Una Mae Arras Home Economics B/ 2.15
Helen Lee Atkinson Psychology & Philos B 2.28
Audrey Averill Home Economics A 2.05
Beverly-Ann Bradner Psychology & Philos B 2.00
Robert Colvill Hist & Pol Science B 2.28
Barbara Cyr Psychology & Philos B 2.00
Leah Ferris Psychology & Philos B 2.41
Julie B. Grant History B 2.57
Vernon 0. Hamre Forestry A 2.17
Marion Headley Bacteriology B 2.54
Michael J. Hughes Business Administration B 2.44
Evelyn Marie Johnson English B 2.16
Thomas F. Joyce Mathematics A- 2.37
Marjorie Karlin English A 2.01
Dorothy F. Kimball Education B 2.10
John Metcalf History B/ 2.20
Lois Patricia Nelson Journalism B 2.00
Virginia I. Reed Music Education B- 2.27
* Thomas E. Roberts Chemistry B 2.-02
Jack E. Schmautz Forestry A £..71.
Jane Ellen Solvie Home Economics A 2.23
James E. Street Forestry A 2.19
Jean Turnquist Home Economics BX 2.04
Elizabeth C. Wylder Music Education A- 2.31
Robert C. Wylder English B 2.72
•"‘Lois C. Sanders Business Administration A < 2.56
Recommended by the Committee on Graduate Study, Dr. W.P. Clark, Chairman, 
candidates were unanimously approved by the faculty as follows:
RECOMMENDED BY GRADUATE COUNCIL, CLARK, DEAN
I. For the degree of Master of Arts: Total Credits
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HISTORY
, T „ v 52Frank J. Busch
B.A., Montana State University, 1942
Thesis: The Achieving of Philippine Independency.
II. For the degree of Master of Science.
PHARMACY
47 Gordon Henry Bryan
B.S. in Pharmacy, Montana University, 1940
Thesis: Chick Embryo Method for the Assay of Cardiotunic Drugs.
*Part of credit on old basis.
9. The following new members of the faculty were introduced:
Gil Porter, Graduate Manager in Athletics,
Maior Joseph A. Shoemaker, Staff Member in the Department of Military 
Science and Tactics.
10. The quarter out-of-residence plan was discussed by the faculty.
11. Dr. Gordon B. Castle presented the report of the Budget and Policy 
Committee. This report came as a result of the faculty questionnaire 
on nine and twelve month contracts. A summary of the resultsjof the 
questionnaire sent to the faculty on April 28, 1947, was distributed to 
each member and it was discussed by Dean Davis.
It was moved by Dr. Browman and seconded by Dr. Lowell that the report 
of the Budget and Policy Committee be accepted as a recommendation to 
the administration.
A substitute motion that the report of the Budget and Policy Committee 
be mimeographed and distributed to the faculty was made by Dr. Clark,
seconded by Dean Ford, and carried.




1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:00 P.M. on call of President James A. 
McCain who presided.
Present: Ames, Armsby, Armstrong, Arnold, Atkinson, Bennett, Berg, Bischoff 
Blaesser, Briggs, Brow man, Brunson, Carleton, Castle, Clapp, W.P. Clark, Clow, 
Cogswell, Coleman, Crow, Crowder, Davison, Dugan, Ely, Emblen, Ephron, Fenton 
Ferguson, Ford, Frankenstein, Freeman, Gilliland, Golden, hertler, D.M. Hetler, 
Hoffman, Hook, Jeppesen, Jesse, Kuehlke, Leaphart, Line, Lommasson, Lovless, 
Martell, Marvin, Mason, Maucker, Merriam, Merrill, Miller, Miltz, Moore, Morr s, 
Noble, Phillips, Platt, Sap; enfield, Severy, Shallenberger, Sherman, L. Smith, 
T. Smith, J.B. Speer, Struckman, M. Swearingen, Tascher, Teel, Thomas, Toelle, 
Van Duser, Varneck, Wolfard. Present May 27, 1947, Mrs. Ephron.
46 
Helen Formos
B.A., Montana State University, 1940 ...... Yeats
Thesis: Theory and Practice in the Drama of William Butler Yeats.
55 
Joseph L. Keller
'wHT?am Morris'^Theorils of Art as the Basis of His Sogialisa.
ox 1 *30
Robert Powers Struckman
B.A., Montana State University, 1933
Thesis: Sun Dance and Other Stories
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2. The Minutes of the meeting of May 27 were approved.
3. Announcements.
(a) ^Uc^ep Director of the Summer Session, announced that 664 stu­
dents have registered m advance and that regular registration for the 
t^h^hZiri00/1'1^136 h61d °n Monda<y’ June 16 • Among the special features 
to be held during the summer session, there will be twelve conferences on 
the campus and a series of lectures on Wednesday evenings. There will also 
be a Commencement Ceremony at the end of the session.
(b) Professor E.A. Atkinson, Chairman of the Commencement Committee, announced 
that the faculty will sit on the platform during the Commencement Exercises 
as usual.
(c) Professor A.S. Merrill, Director of Veteran’s Education made the following 
requests:
1. If any veteran is absent five days in succession, he is to be reported 
to the training officer on a special report.
2. If veterans are to take athletic trips away from the University, they 
must report to the veteran’s training officer to get authorization in 
advance.
3. Report all veterans' absences whether they have been excused or not 
on the grade cards which are turned in to the Registrar's Office at 
the end of the quarter. Report absences of all veterans enrolled as 
regular students and as refreshers..
4. The Secretary of the faculty read the following communication from the Budget 
and Policy Committee, submitted by Gordon B. Castle, Chairman1
February 1, 1947
Secretary of the Faculty 
Campus
Dear Sir:
The problem of blocking out certain sections in some courses for particular 
schools or departments has been brought to the attention of the Budget and 
Policy Committee.
This problem has arisen because of the inability of the current staff and 
physical plant to handle all students desirous of entering certain courses. 
Due to., the complex registration procedure which prevails in some departments 
and schools, it was thought advisable to block out certain sections in order 
to insure that all sections would have approximately the same registration.
/
While the Committee does not believe that it is in a position to make a specific 
recommendation on this problem; it does believe, however, that it is a situ­
ation that should receive some faculty consideration. The consensus oi the 
Committee is that there should be no advanced blocking off of any section lor 
any particular department or school of courses required of all.students (English 
Composition;, but that in courses designed primarily for certain schools or 
departments advanced blocking off is a practical convenience in registration 
and is not objectionable as long as there is advanced agreement among the 





Budget and Policy Committee
Accounted for: F. Clark, Fetter, Davis, Harvey, Hamskill, Sorenson.
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5. Reports of Committees:
(a) Dr. W.R. Ames as Chairman of the Committee on Admission and Graduation re- 1 
ported that all candidates on List No. 32, acdepted at the meeting of the 
faculty held on May 27, 1947, have completed requirements for their res­
pective degrees and certificates with the following exceptions:
I. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Law.
Jerome Anderson |
II. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Zoology.
Dolores Lorraine Fellows
III. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration. |
William R. Anderson
Albert LeRoy Solander
IV. For the Ddgree of Bachelor of Arts in Education and the Secondary <
State Certificate to Teach.
Andrew Harrison Grubbs
V. For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Journalism.
Norma Lee Jellison
(b) Dean Clark, Chairman of the Graduate Council, reported that all candidates 
for Master’s Degrees on List No. 32 have completed the requirements.
(c) Dr. R.H. Jesse, Chairman of the Enlarged Committee on Admission and Gradu­
ation, submitted the following report of exceptions to faculty rules 
granted for winter and spring quarters:
WINTER QUARTER 1947
1. (a) Regarding Robert Louis Dow. Mr. Dow requests a waiver of the
residence requirement for the following reasons:
He was in residence 9 quarters before entering the navy. He was 
assigned to a V-12 unit at Carroll College during the war and was 
forced to take 24 college credits. He returned to the University 
upon release from service and can graduate at the end of March if 
released from the ruling on residence. At that time he will have 
earned in two quarters 24 credits or 11 less than the 35 required. 
He is eligible for the examination for graduation with honors.
(b) Regarding Robert Louis Dow. Mr. Dow requests that the high school 
requirement in U.S. History and Government be satisfied by one 
year of high school Civics.
2. Regarding Barbara Van Horn. Miss Van Hom'requests permission to take 
8 additional credits in her major field, making a total of 73 credits 
in Business Administration and to receive credit toward graduation 
because the two courses offered at the University, Retail Stores and 
Retail Store Management, are required at New York University for the 
course in retail merchandising. She plans to enter New York Univer­
sity in the fall of 1947.
3. Regarding Helen Lee Atkinson. Miss Atkinson wishes to count 75 credits 
in philosophy and psychology towards graduation. Courses in Psycho­
logical Testing and Counseling Laboratory are offered which were not 
offered during the war.
4. Regarding Beverly-Ann Bradner. Miss Bradner wishes to count 70 credits 
in psychology and philosophy towards graduation. Courses in Psycho­
logical Testing and Clinical Psychology are to be offered which












11. Regarding Douglas S. Robson. Mr. Robson requests that 1/2 credit of lit­
erature or philosophy, which he lacks in fulfilling restricted elective 
requirements, be waived from his required courses. He has taken a three 
credit course in philosophy and will apply for war service credits to take 
the place of the remaining | credit.
12. Regarding Curtis Custer Cook. Mr. Cook requests that the foreign language 
requirement for a Bachelor of Arts degree be waived. He has had no foreign 
language since his high school graduation in 1934, at which time he had com­
pleted two years of Spanish
13. Regarding Cyril N. Molloy. Mr. Molloy requests that his 2 credit deficiency 
in Laboratory Science be waived, or that his horticulture course be com­
bined with Botany to fulfill the requirement. He had at the University
of Connecticut:
1 semester botany 6
1 semester zoology M
1 semester horticulture 3 ,
1 t3| quarter credits
5. Regarding Bernard W. Thomas Vv tv, 
graduate with 35 instead of'sn „r fe?ue3ts to be allowed to
He now holds the degree of Bachelor of !arned in residence,
degree of Bachelor of Arts in Law tn r 3?d desired to secure also the
12 credits in mathematics ™t ' J f°SgradUate 3tudy- He lacks
courses in residence^ te would like “* tO the3e
. uj.a ±iKe to take them by correspondence.
6‘ Barbour requests permission to satisfy
8 credits in lieu of normal rfUreZtT^hree^rt^Z'HrZ  ̂
*9^10 credits), “h. completed E^lShlX^^h! garter 
Action lib this quarter, which course £™i£
7* ?ngmftking ??arl®s T« Burgess. Mr. Burgess requests a grant of 1/2 credit 
in mathematics to make up a high school deficiency, dince he has had one 
semester of physics at Western Michigan College of Education.
8’ Fran^ E‘ FJ-aherty* Mr- Flaherty requests permission to waive the
residence requirements. Not being aware of the residence requirement he 
attended summer school m his home town of Great Falls with the idea of 
reducing living expenses. He has attended MSU winter, spring and fall 
quarter of 1946.. Since he expects to go into the great Falls Paper 
Company as a junior partner with his father this winter it will be im­
possible for him to return to Montana State University to complete the 
3 credits required for graduation.
9. Regarding William S. Mather, Jr. Mr. Mather requests that 5 credit hours of 
Latin 13a be waived for requirement for a Bachelor of Arts degree with a 
major in Law for the following reasons:
An.excess of credits and grade points are submitted in lieu of this re­
quirement. The 12 military credits accumulated are not being used by app­
licant. Applicant intends to attend MSU until LL.B degree is received 
in March, 1948. Request that 18 months practical contact and experience in 
French and German be applied in lieu of this Latin requirement. This prac­
tical experience came as a result of work in combat: also as a member of 
Military Government during occupation working directly with civilians of 
those countries.
10. Regarding Norman N. Greene. Mr. Greene requests permission to graduate with 
a Bachelor of Arts in Political Science without the required 8 credits in 
one science. He was granted 18 3/4 credits in science for work done under 
Army auspices in the ASTRP and at Shrivenham American University as follows:
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14. Regard!ng Jean Glenn Walbridge. Mrs. Walbridge requests that the forei|j| 
language requirement be waived. At the University of California at Los ' 
Angeles she majored in Physical Education (1938-1942; where she fulfillfi 
the language requirement. At the University of Washington (spring semes 
1946) her previous credits of one year of high school French and ten senp 
credits of Spanish, taken at the University of California, fulfilled the] 
requirement. In the last portion of her senior year she would have to t| 
either five quarters of French or Intermediate and Advanced Spanish, and- 
it would be exceedingly difficult for her to enter the latter
as 8 years have elapsed since she had any language whatsoever.
15. Regarding Michael Papich. Mr. Papich requests to be permitted to offer , 
reading knowledge of Serbo-Croat in lieu of the language requirement.
He was permitted to attend Provost Marshal General's School in the 
United States Army because of his knowledge of the Serbo-Croat Language.]
16. (a> Regarding Robert L. White. Mr. White requests to be exempt from 
Modern Language 15 - Advanced Spanish as it will enable him to graduate 
in June. It has been 7 years, including 40 months service in the 
Marine Corps, since his study of Spanish and he doesn't feel that he 
could handle the course. All his other requirements for graduation 
are in order and he will be graduating with well over 200 credits. He 
intends to start Law School as soon as he receives bis B.A. and plans 
on taking 15 hours of work in history, all numbered over 100, spring 
quarter, so that he will not have enough time to devote to the Spanish 
course and feels that several more lost months would be added onto the 
al ready lost months were he to take this course and postpone his 
graduation.
(b) Regarding Robert L. White. Mr. White petitions exemption from 
fulfilling requirement of completing the last 35 credits in resi­
dence, as he was assigned to Western Michigan College when in the 
service and completed three semesters of work there. Prior to that he 
attended the University for two years and would have continued' here 
had the war not interrupted. By June he will have completed 28 
credits of the required final residence total, plus 12 service credits,
17. Regarding Jean Claire Livdahl. Miss Livdahl requests permission to 
count toward graduation 5 excess credits in applied music, as these 
credits were taken before the music curriculum was changed and re­
present music electives within the maximum of 65 credits toward a 
music major within the Bachelor of Arts Degree.
18. Regarding John J. Lyon. Mr. Lyon requests that the semester of French 
51 taken at Los Angeles City College be disregarded and that1the 15 
credits of French taken at the Northern Montana College be allowed
to stand. Unless this petition be granted the 15 credits allowed 
for a year of French at Northern Montana College will be eliminated 
and he will have only 7^ credits for his work at Los Angeles remain­
ing. The course enrolled in was a repetition of work taken at 
Northern Montana College but he did not realize it for there was no 
transcript of his record and the adviser decided from what he had tol- 
him of the course taken at Northern Montana that it would not be 
repeat work formerly taken.
19. Regarding Mrs. Helen J. Olson. Mrs. Olson requests waiver of the 2 
of the last 35 credits required in residence. She earned the last 
33 in residence and formerly earned 31 other credits at MSU as well
as 4 credits in correspondence. She has met all departmental, entrance 
and restricted elective requirements. It would be a hardship to earn 
the 2 credits in residence.
20. Regarding Charles R. Brady. Mr. Brady requests credit for Physical 
Science 17a. He completed Physical Science 17a before the war and as 
they no longer teach this course, he requests that 5 credits for said 
course be granted towards graduation.
21. Regarding Donald H. McKenzie. Mr. iscKenzie requests that he be ex­
cused from taking the additional 2 hours required credits of mathematics 
necessary to complete the restricted elective requirement of 12 credits 
of mathematics or science. He has been out of school since the spring 
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quarter of 1931, and it has been 22 and 21 years, respectively, since he bad 
high school algebra and geometry. He completed the courses, Survey of 
t'athemat^cs» and Statistics, the winter and spring quarters of 
1931. Except- for '’everyday” use of arithmetic, he has no contact with 
mathematics in the intervening period. With the aid of 14 war service 
credits he hopes to graduate in June. At present he is behind 7 grade 
points and were he to make up the mathematics he does not believe it would 
be possible for him to obtain a passing grade in any mathematics course 
he would be eligible to take for credit.
22. Regarding Maus S. Volk. Miss Volk petitions (a, to have residence re­
quirements for a degree from Montana State University at the close of 
summer session 1947, satisfied by 35 credits earned in residence and 33 
credits by extension, the latter taken between 1937-1941 and taught
by regular instructors tn evening classes on the campus. She is a 
teacher in the Missoula City Schools and has held this position since 
Sept. 1928. In courses taken at the several universities, she has better 
than a "B” average, (b) to satisfy restricted elective requirements in 
science by 10 credits earned in physics at Des Moines University and 6 
credits in general science at Drake University. The general science was 
taken for two semesters and involved both field and laboratory work.
23. Regarding Raymond L. Parker. Mr. Parker requests permission to have the 
last two quarters of his language requirement waived in order that he may 
receive his B.A. degree June 1947. In winter quarter 1943 he started 
fulfilling the language requirement by taking German 11a, however, when 
returning to school after 3 years in the service in the fall of 1946 he 
found lib not given and audited German 11a fall quarter and started lib 
winter quarter. At the end of spring 1947 he will have completed German 
11a, lib, and 13a. Will have 180 credits counting service credits ex­
clusive of Physical Education credits. All requirements will be completed 
with the exception of 2 quarters of German. Completing requirement will 
reduce benefits of GI bill eligibility and retard completion of education 
as he desires to obtain MA in Geophysics and it will be necessary to 
transfer to another school. In working toward MA degree he will take 
Spanish inasmuch as probable employment after completion of education 
will be in Spanish-speaking countries.
24. Regarding hoy A. Davidson. Mr. Davidson petitions that the residence 
requirement which states that 35 of the last 45 credits offered for 
graduation be earned while in residence be waived and that he be granted a 
Bachelor of Arts degree in Geology. The following quarter credits of 
grade ”C" or better-are offered. 168 Quarter credits earned at the Uni­
versity of Montana, plus 9 unassigned quarter credits granted as war ser­
vice credits, 12 topographic computing, from the U of Ky. while in the 
armed services, totaling 189 quarter credits.
Requirement of 40 or more credits in Geology as his major subject has been 
' met. All other requirements have been met. Waiver of attendance require­
ment requested because 168 credits were earned during 4 years residence 
at the University, but attendance at this time is impossible. BA degree 
in Geology is requested at this time because further advancement in Civil 
Service position with United States Coast & Geodetic Survey is contingent 
upon a degree and impossible without it.
25 Regarding Russell C. Gates: Mr. Gates requests to count 5 credits in 
Oceonography Survey towards satisfaction of restricted elective requirement 
in Science and to have 2 credits in science waived in order to graduate 
spring quarter of this year, 1947. (Has also had 5 cr. in Botany) 
Reason: It has been nine years since Mr. Gates had his work at the
versity of Washington. (4 years on job in Alaska and three years from 
1°43-1946 in U.S. Navy) It will be financially impossible •
Gates to continue school and it is now impossible for him to pay back 
u??? rL hn/n tZl etc and live on GI allowance without working in the^ft^rnooX (ir^te^ort as a meat cutter in the afternoon and 
sometimes goes out railroading week-ends).
26. Regarding Dolores Fellows. Miss Fellows petitions /^^entered^ra 
(21 credits) of Norwegian for expects to graduate from
S^^r^ni^X^X  ̂ - her remaining time is
filled with required courses in Zoology.
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27. Regarding James W. Holley. Mr. Holley requests a waiver on two of the
twelve credit mathematics or laboratory science requirement for a 
degree in Business Administration. A veteran whose education was in­
terrupted for 3 years, he desires to finish Fis education as soon as 
possible and in order to graduate in June 1947 he must carry 20 hours 
spring quarter. He has had several technical courses (radio; in the 
army and believes they would take the place of the 2 hours in mathe­
matics or laboratory science. (/
28. Regarding Mrs. Roberta Myrick Orwig. Mrs. Orwig wishes to be allowed 
to receive her degree from the University by completing the last 7 
credits at the University of Washington. Her husband, a veteran, is 
continuing bis law course at Washington and they have made their home 
in Seattle, which would not make it practicable for her to complete
her work at the University of Montana. She has fulfilled all the .
requirements in the Home Economics field, but does need 7 elective 
credits to be able to enter her application for graduation. Although 
the work could be completed through correspondence, she believes the 
attendance of classes would be more advantageous.
29. Regarding Richard William Swanson. Mr. Swanson requests permission to 
waive one-half (J) credit of social science. He has met all require­
ments for graduation and will complete those requirements by the end • 
of the spring quarter by taking 17 credits per quarter in Business 
Administration. Thus it would not be possible for him to make up 
one-half (J) credit in social science before the time of graduation.
Mr. Swanson served four years in the Marine Corps.
30. Regarding Aileen Hogan Roberts. Mrs. Roberts wishes to count 1 quarter I 
(5 credits) of social science toward her restricted elective require­
ments so that she may graduate in June 1947. A summary of restricted 
electives received October 29, 1945 stated that she lacked three (3) 
credits of Social Science to complete the. requirement in that field.
In order to complete the requirement she took United States History 
(4 credits) in the spring quarter 1946. However, this quarter she 
received notice that she was 4 credits short in Social Science. 
Further investigation showed that the general course, Introduction to 
Social Science, did not count toward fulfilling the restricted elec­
tive requirement unless she completed three quarters. She had complete^ 
one quarter (5 credits) in the Autumn Quarter 1943, and wishes to 
count these 5 credits of Social Science toward the requirement. 
As a senior her schedule has been made up for the remainder of the 
school year and she could not take any more Social Science.
31. Regarding Robert M. Oswald. Mr. Oswald petitions to count 19 hours of 
Spanish taken at the University and an intermediate Spanish course taker 
under V-12 program at Kalamazoo, Michigan, count toward satisfaction of 
the language requirement. When registering for the Spanish course at 
Kalamazoo he was informed that this course would be the same as Modern 
Language 15, and would fulfill the Spanish requirements. He served 3* 
years in the Marine Corps and hopes to graduate at the end of Summer 
Quarter to take a job in the fall.
32. Regarding Curtis C. Cook: Mr. Cook requests that the "n" be removed 
from the credit in Business Administration 22a-Cn. He was inducted 
into the army so did not take the second quarter. The registrar 
told him at that time that this could be done.
SPRING QUARTER 1947
1. Re Arthur C. Jacobson: Requests for removal of "n” from Chem. 13ab 
in order to receive 10 credits for Chem. 13ab and to be allowed to use 
these 10 credits plus a major portion of Chem. 13c to satisfy the 
science requirement for graduation. Jacobson was called into the 
army April 30, 1945 and dropped all subjects except chemistry in order 
to try and complete it, but did not get all of the work finished. 
Now majoring in marketing and salesmanship. (See exhibits attached 
to petition as evidence that more than half of Chem. 13c was completed.I
2. Re Charles Jacobson: Requests for removal of "n" from Chem. 13ab
tO reCelV® the 10 credits. Enrolled in Chem. 13ab as pre- 
Cbem COU^e> J94?"4?- wishes to study law. Enrollment in
. Chem. 13c would make it impossible for petitioner to take other desired 
willSnPPde+f°rf vhS 6n^0f sophomore year- If not allowed the 10 creaits, 
law school1 takS an°ther 3uarter to achieve junior standing to enter
3. Re James W. Hall: Requests to be allowed to present 28 instead of 35 of the 
last 45 credits in residence for B.A. in history. Attended MSU before 
being called to active duty in Navy V-12. Other requirements will be 
completed by June 1947. Wishes to have degree before entering law school 
summer quartef.
4. Re Howard Leroy Fogelsong: Requests permission to apply 12 war service 
credits and 1C credits in Business Administration to be taken by corres­
pondence to satisfy requirements for B.A. in Business Administration, and 
to be granted partial waiver of residence requirement. Now has 168 credits 
and 185 grade points earned at MSU. Education was interrupted as follows: 
1927-1939 Farming; 1939-1943 Working for U.S. Department of Agriculture; 
1943-Oct. 1946 Arny Engineers. Now with U.S. Dept. Agric., Bozeman.
5. Re Lois Virginia Benson: Requests permission to be allowed 70 credits in 
major field, Econ.-Soc. Fifteen credits of in-residence training spring 
quarter at ‘Warm Springs will bring total credits in major to 70. Wishes 
to take advantage of this program.
6. Re John R. Wedum: Requests permission to be allowed to present 30 instead 
of 35 of the last 45 credits in residence. Interrupted education due to 
service in the army.
7. Regarding William H. Wade. Mr. Wade requests that 14 War Service Credits 
previously granted be applied to satisfy the residence requirement, or 
that he present in residence only 27 of the last 45 credits needed in 
residence. Mr. Wade has completed approximately 168 credits at Montana 
State University and has been granted permission to finish his degree
by correspondence. Dr. Ely has waived senior examination.
8. Regarding Ruth Ann Sackett. Miss Sackett requests to be allowed to 
graduate with 39, instead of 40 credits in Bacteriology. She was unable
to take Bacteriology 122 as she previously planned since it was not offered 
Winter Quarter.
9. Regarding Lyle Kincaid Miller. Mr. Miller requests permission to present 
51 credits in Business Administration instead of 53. He states that due 
to conflicts he is able ohly to complete 51 credits in Business adminis­
tration. He expects to graduate at the end of the summer session, 1947.
10. Regarding Lois Patricia Nelson. The registrar requests waiver of the rule 
making it necessary to cancel credit for a course duplicated. Due to a 
duplication of course not being noted in registrar's office, Miss Nelson 
was notified that she was eligible to graduate with honors. The honors 
examinations were passed with a ”B“. The duplication was noted on a 
final check of the record which made Miss Nelson two grade points short 
of honors. The waiver on cancellation for duplication gives Miss Nelson 
the required average.
(d) Dr. Andrewa Noble, Chairman of the Committee on Student 7®^^°"^
• Mathematics, submitted a progress report of the work of that Committee.
(e) Dr. Donald J. Emblen, Chairman of the Faculty Club, submitted a
report. He announced that a ^questionnaire will be sent out to the fac 1 y 
to get ideas from the members concerning the Faculty Club.
(f) Dr Gordon B. Castle, Chairman of the Budget and Policy Committee, submitted 
the End-of-Quarter Report. He announced that the annual Report of the
win b: distributed to the faculty within a week or ten days.
6. President “Main e^eMed-to^fw^^^extended u’toX the members 
his personal gratitude for
of the faculty.






1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 P.M. on call of President James A, 
McCain. Dean J.W. Maucker presided.
Present: Ames, Atkinson, Arnold, Berg, Buck, Bue, Carleton, W.P» Clark, 
Davison, Ford, Haines, Haskins, Haynes, Lommasson, Merrill, Maucker, Platt, 
Shallenberger, Shoemaker, G.H. Smith, Leo Smith, T.H. Smith, Sorenson, 
Struckman, Suchy, Teel, Thomas, Van Duser, flebb, Whitney, Wilson, Wolfard.
Accounted for: Hoffman, Miltz.
2. The candidates for degrees and certificates (List No. 33) August 22, 1947, 
were submitted to the faculty by Dr. fl.R. Ames, Chairman of the Committee on 
Admission and Graduation, subject to the provisions that all requirements 
for the respective degrees and certificates be completed in accordance with 
the faculty rules. The candidates were unanimously approved by the faculty.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES
List No. 33 
at close of Summer Quarter, August 22, 1947 
submitted to Faculty, August 13, 1947 
subject to provision that all requirements 
for the respective degrees and certificates 
be completed in accordance with faculty rules.
RECOMMENDED BY COMMITTEE ON ADMISSION taND GRADUATION, rtMES CHAIRMAN
Credits in Total
I. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts: Major Subject Credits
BIOLOGY
Eva E. LaPine 53 191
ECONOMICS & SOCIOLOGY
Lois Virginia Benson 70 188
John L. Gumming 56 2214
Helen L. Hewett 66| 195
Charles R. Pedersen 57 193j
ENGLISH
Mary Ellen Filter 55 186
Faith E. Nelson 52 208
William J. Pattison 481 189g
HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Robert M. Oswald 53 198
Jean Glenn Walbridge 77 196
HISTORY & POLITICAL SCIENCE
Thomas D. Byrne 51| 201
Donald G. Leitch 561 188^
Angier J. Shelden 54 205
S. Elna Swanson 50i 192
John T. Vance 56J 187|
Erling Voldal 52 182j
HOME ECONOMICS
Roberta Lois My rick Orwig 65
Mary Louise Ross Pfohl 63 186j
Mary Lou Rasmussen ®2 193
LAW '
Jerome Anderson 83 242j
MATHEMATICS
John H. Jones 46 198
Robert R. Willson 44 194|
PSYCHOLOGY & PHILOSOPHY






Dolores Lorraine Fellows r-<>
50 186





Arne G. Goedecke 
Joseph G. Gottfried 
Louis Harbrecht Jr. 
Roland C. Holt 
Earl D. Lovick 
Austin Lundgren 





Robert E. Peterson 
Dominick P. Squillace 
W. Douglas 'Wallin
r






For the degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing Education:
Lillian Mary LaCroix 182
For the degree of Master of Arts:
ECONOMICS
James J. Vance 1
EDUCATION























For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Educationr
David T. Anderson 53 ]_gO
Katharine E. Brockman 44 185?
Hazel Egan Field 461 183|
Roland Flynn 401 210
Donald A. Fox 45 196
Helen Grilley 47 183
Andrew H. Grubbs 43 209
Virginia M. Cheney Handel 45 189
Maurice J. Hickey 40 186
Hollie G. Hoover 42§ 185?
Ellen M. Sauer Hensrud 43 184?
John Reed Lovelace 65* 188
Donald J. Mammen 45§ 186
Gretchen H. Utterback 40 1831
Maud S. Volk 43| 180j
For the degree of Bachelor .of Arts in Journalism:
Marion E. Badgley 75 186
Gerald K. Castile 72 180
Melvin A. Hedine 57 184
Norma Lee Jellison 84 197
Herbert H. Jillson 68 198|
David C. Martin (Also Major in His. & Pol. Sci.) 53 197
Marjorie Anne Mitchell 72 186
Clyde C. Reichelt 73 199
For the degree of Bachelor of Laws:
William G. Mouat 126?
Joseph G. Mudd 126
Donald H. Smith 127
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ENGLISH
Ivan E. Ahlgren 






















IX. For the degree of Master of Science in Pharmacy^ ,
Glenn H. Hamor 52
X. For the degree of Master of Education:
Mark P. Anderson 47
I. Millicent Berger 46
Donald R. Boslaugh 46
John D. Blair 53j
Clifford L. Burnett 46
John T. Cornn 46-2/3
Nona Grace Ellis 45
Mary M. Flanagan 43
Elsie L. Forcum 45
Henry W. Knapp 48
Eugene K. Kopriva 48
L. Emmett H. MacKay 46
Ina S. Olson • 45
Roland H. Reich 40
Truitt B. Spangler 42
Verna L. Wickham 45
Paul R. Wylie k 40
XI. For the State Certificate to Teach;
Major Minor
Patricia A. Anderson Music Education English
Thomas D. Byrne History & Pol. Sci Econ. & Soc.
Roland Flynn Education Ec. & Soc.,
Eng., Hist.
Donald A. Fox Education Eng.,Hist.
Phys. Ed.
Andrew H. Grubbs Education Hist. & Pol.
Sci., Eng.
Maurice J. Hickey Education Phys Ed. Erig.
John H. Jones Mathematics Econ. & Soc.
Emma Lou Kaper English French
Eva E". LaPine Biology Phys. Ed.
Mary L.R. Pfohl Home Ec. Eng., Chem.
Mary Lou Rasmussen Home Ec. Bus. ad., Chem.
Ward R. Smith Music Education Math
S. Elna Swanson Hist & Pol. Sci. Econ. & Soc.
Robert J. Tabaracci Spanish Hist & Pol. Sci.
Gretchen H. Utterback Education Hist., Eng.
Robert R. Willson Mathematics Phys. Sciences
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John L. Cumming 
Donald G. Leitch 
David C. Martin
Charles R. Pedersen 
liary L.R. Pfohl 
Mary Lou Rasmussen 
S. Elna Swanson 
Maud S. Volk
Econ.&Soc ?
Hist.&Pol.Sci B o’ £
Journ.,Hist.
&Pol.Sci. a
he on. & Soc 93
Home. £c. A 2 70
Home Ec. B 2^19
Hist. & Pol.Sci B 2.11
Education b 2.23
3. The candidates for Master’s Degrees were submitted to the faculty by the Com­
mittee on Graduate Study, Dr. W.P. Clakr, Chairman. The candidates were unani­
mously approved by the faculty. (See list above.)
4. Announcements.
(a> Dean Maucker announced that final grades are due in the registrar’s office 
before the faculty members leave the campus. Classes are scheduled to run 
through Friday, August 22, 1947. Examinations are ordinarily held during 
the last sessions.
(b) Dr. Merrill reported on probable registration for the fall quarter and 
stated that a breakdown of acceptances would be mailed to the department 
chairmen the week of August 18.
(c) Mr. Atkinson announced that the Commencement Exercises would be held 
Thursday, August 21, at 8 P.M. and that seats would be reserved for the 
faculty and their families.
5. Dean Maucker asked for comments on whether the summer session si ould be shortened . 
Opinions were expressed that for at least the next two years we offer a full 
summer session because of the veterans who wish to do a full quarter’s work during 
the summer.
6. Dr. Ames, in the absence of Dr. Jesse, Chairman, submitted the report of the 
Committee on Admission and Graduation Enlarged for administrative Action on 
exceptions to faculty rules granted during Summer Quarter, 1947.
1. Regarding Gretchen Utterbach: Mrs. Utterbach requests permission to be 
allowed to count 50 credits in correspondence work instead of 45 towards a 
Bachelor of Arts degree. Considerable difficulty has been encountered in 
evaluating her credits since a school that she attended in Nebraska burned, 
including the records. Mr. Utterbach is a mature student, has had 3 quarters 
and 4 summer sessions at Montana State University. Most of her work is "A" 
or ”B” level.
2. Regarding Sam A. Roberts: Major Roberts requests a partial waiver of residence 
requirements. He attended MSU from 1937 to 1941, missing winter quarter of 
1940 and lacks 20 credits of the total required for graduation in Business 
Administration. His request to return to Missoula was.disapproved by th h 
University of the Army Air Forces since no army field is near.. Arrange­
ments have been made with the Registrar of Texas Christian Onivers, n 
his home air field to take the courses required for completing his degree. 
Credits would be transferred to MSU. (This plan was
Education Officer at the Air University as the only possible scheme for obtain 
ing his degree under prevailing conditions;.
5. Regarding John R. Lovelace: Mr. Lovelace requests 
to present 71 credits in Education for his B.A. in Education 
allowed 65. Mr. Lovelace is principal of a junior high school inallace, 
Idaho. He does not teach any subjects. He wishes to take ^t“^tand 
Vocational Guidance and other education courses that will have a 
application to his work.
Recommended for graduation with honors since they were certified by the 
Registrar as having a «B« average at the beginning of the last quarter of residence 
and were recommended by the chairman of the major departments. esidence
4- Grade, received Scholarship Index
Name Department m Senior Exam, Spring, 1947
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4. Regarding Esther M. Anderson: Mrs. Anderson requests that 21 credits 
in Spanish and 12 credits in German be allowed to complete her language 
requirements for an A.B. degree. She transferred 14 semester hours of 
Spanish and 8 semester credits of German from the University of Wisconsin. 
(These credits in languages satisfied requirements at the University of 
Wisconsin).*
5. Regarding Mr. Neal D. Nelson: Mr. Nelson requests that he be granted a 
degree in Forestry after this summer and three more quarters of inten- * 
sive work in Forestry. Mr. Nelson started out to major in Forestry in 
1922 at the University, of Idaho. He changed his major to Education and 
received his B.A. from Idaho in 1926. He taught 5 years in high schools.
In 1932 he was employed by the Government in blister rust control work and j 
rose to position of P-3 Associate Pathologist, passing that examination. 
He later transferred to the Forest Service and is now assistant suoer- 
visor. He feels that his lack of technical forestry training is a bar 
to advancement. In the past 15 years he has demonstrated considerable 
ability as a forester. Dean Davis feels that if the man demonstrates 
ability to handle the major forestry courses during the next academic 
year and that if he does considerable directed outside reading, he should 
be granted the degree. The staff of the school of Forestry is in agree­
ment on this.
6. Regarding Louis Harbrecht Jr.: Mr. Harbrecht requests that his science 







of 8 in one)
7. Regarding Wesley A. Wendland: Mr. Wendland requests that his social scienc 
requirement be satisfied with 7 credits in Economics instead of 8. He 
took the first quarter of Economics at Bozeman where the course was 3 
credits. He took Econ 14b at MSU. (4 cr)9
8.
9.
Regarding Katharine Brockman: Miss Brockman, an 
teacher requests that her science requirement be 
credits:
elementray school 
satisfied by the following
Geology Sila - General Geology 3 cr.
Geology S16 - Geog. & Nat. Resources .
. of Montana 3 cr.
Rocks and Minerals, U. of Oregon 3 cr. 
Gen. 100" - Conservation of Natural
and Human Resources in
Montana' 3 cr.






She wishes to complete her degree this summer. Geology is not offered 
this summer.
Regarding John T. Vance: Mr. Vance requests that his science requirement 
be satisfied by the following credits.
Geol. 11a - General Geology 5 cr. 
Physics 20a(Army, Oregon State; 4 cr. 
Chem. 13a(Army, Oregon State) 3 cr.
Mr. Vance wishes to graduate summer 1947 and must complete his language 
requirements. He returned here spring quarter after a year at George 
' Washington University.
10.' Regarding John P. Burg, Jr.: Mr. Burg requests that his English Compo­
sition requirement be satisfied by 84 credits in English Composition 
taken at Drake University. A transcript issued to Mr. Burg in 1942 
shows 6 semester credits in English Composition. The transcript just 
received shows one semester of English formerly valued at 3 semester 
credits as 2g credits. During the past year, Mr. Burg has been employed 
by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation as a report writer. His dutues in­
cluded the writing of narrative style reports and news releases.
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12. Regarding Jean C. Walbridge: Mrs. Walbridge requests permission to receive 
her Bachelor of Arts degree with a shortage of two credits in subjects 
outside of her major, Physical Education. She will graduate with 198 credits 
Shortage is due to excess credits in her major (12). She has taken 10 credits 
outside of her major in excess of requirements.
13. Regarding Dan Yovetich: Mr. Yovetich requests permission to fulfill his 
language requirement by taking a placement test in either Serbo-Croat, 
Bulgarian, or Russian. Uiis would allow Mr. Yovetich to graduate in June 
1948.
14. Regarding Pauline Frederick: Miss Frederick requests permission to satisfy 
her restricted elective requirement in science with the following courses:
Biological Science 13a and 13b and Mathematics 25
15. Regarding William J. Pattison: Mr. Pattison requests that his restricted 
elective requirement English 12c be waived. English 12c is not offered 
this quarter when he wishes to graduate. At registration time last fall, 
his adviser told him that since he had 9 credits of English on his transfer 
record that was somewhat comparable to English 12ab and since he had re­
ceived better than average grades in advanced composition, he thought that 
the English requirement would be satisfied. (Since Pattison's creden­
tials were not evaluated at registration time, he took his original trans­
cripts with him, including statement that English 12c should be taken.;
Mr. Pattison is majoring in Creative Writing in the English Department. 
He did Public Relations writing in the army and has sold articles to 
magazines.
16. Regarding Erling Voldal: Mr. Voldal requests the following:
a. That 19 credits of Norse (U. of Minnesota and Concordia),
9 credits of French (U.N. Dakota), and one high school unit 
each in Latin, German and Norse, be allowed to satisfy his 
language requirement.
b. That 40 credits in residence and 5| credits by correspondence satisfy 
his residence requirement.
Mr. Voldal has attended*MSU four summers (including 1947;. 1930 summer
’ session was nine weeks. He has found it impossible to attend more than 
six weeks other summers because of duties as a school administrator. He 
will have a total of 234 credits and wishes to return next summer to start 
on a Master's degree.
17. Regarding Jack Sweeney: Mr. Sweeney requests that the following courses be 
allowed to satisfy his science requirement:
. The meeting was adjourned.
Secretary
:mf
U' Aederson requests to be aUo*«d to
work in tho TnHl Qf 35 ln residence bY correspondence work. His
do tho work ? dian Service makes it impossible to get leave long enough to 
do the work in residence. He has 160 credits at MSU.
Radio Electronics 5 cr.
Radio Rectifying Systems 5 cr. C
Circuit Analysis 3 cr.
Electronic & Magnetic Physics 5 cr. C
These courses part of science requirement at Utah State College. Mr. Sweeney
is a veteran. Would need an additional quarter if this petition not granted.
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September 23, 1947
1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 P.M. on call of President James A. 
McCain who presided.
Present: Albright, Alcorn, Andrie, Armsby, Armstrong, Arnold, Atkinson, 
Badgley, Bates, Bennett, Berg, Bruns, Brunson, Bryan, Bryant, Buck, Bue, 
Bull, Burgess, Campbell, Carleton, Carr, Carroll , Castle, W. Castles, Clapp, . 
W.P. Clark, Clow, Coe, Cole, Ruth E. Cole, Coleman, Conlin, Crow, Crowder, 
Cumm'ing, K. Davis, Deutsch, Dew, Diettert, Draper, Drummond, Dugan, Ellen, 
Ely, Emblen, A. Ephron, M. Ephron, Fenton, Fiedler, Fish, R. Fisher, Foberts, j 
J. Ford, J;K. Ford, Frankenstein, Freeman, Gibson, Gilkey, Gilliland, Gleason,} 
Golden, Gray, J.S. Hall, Hammen, Hamor, Harvey, Hatton, Henningsen, C. Hertler 
Hetler, Hinze, Hoffman, Howard, Huck, Hulbert, Jeppesen, Jesse, Juday, Karlin, 
Kramer, Kraus, Line, Lommasson, Lory, Lowell, Marble, Mason, Maucker, McGinnis. 
Meyer, Merriam, Merrill, D.C. Miller, J.E. Miller, Miltz, Mirrielees, Moe, 
J. Moore, K1E. Moore, M.S. Morris, Murray, Myers, Newbry, O’Neil, Ostrom, 
Oswald, Patten, Perkins, Phillips, Platt, Ramskill, Rydell, Sanderson, Sap­
penfield, Severy, Shallenberger, Shattuck, Shepherd, Sherman, Shoemaker, T. 
Shoemaker, G.H. Smith, L. Smith, T.H. Smith, V.L. Smith, Speer, J.M. Stewart, 
Stoerker, Stoodley, Struckman, Tascher, Teel, B.E. Thomas, L. Thomas, Van 
Duser, Varneck, Walbridge, C.W. Waters, Wenrich, Wolfard, White, B. Wilson, 
V. Wilson, Wright, Yates.
Accounted for: M. Arnold, Boone, Chinske, F. Clark, Dahlberg, Fessenden, 
Fleming, Garlington, Crochow, Holmes, Hovee, Karlin, Kelly, King, Lyons, Mac- 
Arthur, Martell, Martin, R.N. Miller, Mollett, Rauk, R. Smith, oorenson, 
Stolfa, M. Swearingen, T. Swearingen, Szakash, Worden
2. The minutes of the meetings held June 6, 1947 and August 13, 1947 were ap­
proved .
3. Announc erne nt s.
a. Deans and department heads introduced new faculty members and faculty 
members returned from leave.
b. President McCain announced that Service Reports have been abolished by 
the Executive Council.
c. President McCain discussed faculty and student housing.
d. President McCain requested that faculty members who wish to travel outside 
of the state at state expense are to file their requests at least a 
month in advance.
e. Mr. Speer discussed faculty retirement.
f. Mr. Carleton discussed the assessment for the Missoula County Educational 
Council. It was moved, seconded, and carried that the assessment for the 
Missoula County Educational Council (20 cents) be contributed at the 
time the $1 for courtesy dues is paid.
g. Miss Campbell, librarian, announced that no stack permits are to be issued 
this year except to graduate students.
4.
5.
President McCain extended a cordial welcome to all new members of the Staff.






A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:00 P.M 
A. McCain who presided. on call of President James
R^SfentR A1c°rfb Atkinson, Badgley, Bates, Berg, Bischoff, Bruns, Brunson 
W P ClaTnciowUCC JUr SSVK* Ca??be11’ Carlet°n' Carroil> Castl!”;, 
W.P. Clark, Clow, Co*d, Coe, Cogswell, R. Cole, Coleman, Conlin, Crow 
FishdeFishirDa^S,-DeMTiS’ Diettert> Dwyer> Emblen, Ephron, Fenton,
(5) Mr. McCain announced that all requests for leave during the winter 
and spring quarters should be on his desk by Monday, November 17,. 
so that they may be presented to the State Board of Education at its 
December meeting.
rtivl F rl®ming’ Folkerts, Ford, Frankenstein, Freeman, Frost, Gleason,
Gilkey, Golden, Hammen, Harvey, Hatton, Hetler, Hinze, Hoffman, Huck, Hulbert 
Jeppesen Jesse, Juday, Kelly, Kraus, Leaphart, Line, Lory, Lovless, Lowell ’ 
McCain, McGinnis, Mason, Maucker, Merrill, Mirrieless, Mollett, J. Moore * 
Murray, Ostrom, Phillips, Sappenfield, Shallenberger, Shattuck, Shepherd’ 
Sherman, J. Shoemaker, T. Shoemaker, G. Smith, L. Smith, T. Smith, J.B. Speer, 
Stoodley, Stolfa, Struckman, Sullenberger, Tascher, Teel, B.E. Thomas
L.A. Thomas, Toelle, Turner, Van Duser, Waters, B. Wilson, V. Wilson,’Wolfard.
Accounted for: Brotsman, Bue, Dugan, Ellen, Gilliland, Hetler, Lyons 
Martell, Merriam, D. Miller, J.E. Miller, K. Moore, Myers, Patten, Platt 
Ramskill, Stewart, M. Swearingen, T. Swearingen, Varneck, Wendt, Weisel.
2. The minutes of the meeting held September 23d were aporoved with the follow­
ing corrections. (1) Present: Hatton, Phillips
Accounted for: Karlin
3. (1) The following new staff members were introduced:
E.0‘. Dwyer, School of Business Administration, 
Dr. Harold Fleming, School of Education, (Dr. Fleming is also the 
liaison officer with the State Film Library in Helena), 
Charlotte Ann Kelly, Library, 
Dr. Ladislav Stolfa, M.D., Health Service.
(2) President McCain reminded the faculty that smoking in classrooms 
and laboratories is contrary to Board and Faculty regulations and 
recommendations of the Budget and Policy Committee. Dr. Jesse 
suggested that instructors should not keep their classes overtime 
thus infringing on another instructor's schedule.
(3) President McCain announced that a sub-committee of the Curriculum 
Committee has been appointed to study the problem of basic education 
at Montana State University and urged all faculty members to promote 
and strengthen basic education by better instruction in the general 
courses. The committee is composed of the following:
Dr. G.B. Castle (Chairman)
Dr. H.G. Merriam
Dean Kenneth P. Davis
Dean J.W. Maucker
Dr. John A. Wolfard
Dr. Earl Lory
Dr. Leslie A. Fiedler
Miss Anne Platt
(4) Dr. Shallenberger announced that he is having a list of available war 
surplus goods prepared for distribution and stated that each department 
should canvass his department for those items which are needed, then 
write him a letter stating specifically what those items are and how 




a The secretary stated that advanced registration for the winter 
quarter will be held December 1st through the 13th, and requested 
that faculty members send students who have conflicts in finnl 
examinations or three exams in one day, to the registrar’s office 
for adjustments in schedules.
b. Miss Clow, Courtesy Committee Chairman, requested that each 
department head report to her any illness or deaths within 
the families in his department.
c. Dean Ford announced a meeting of the American Association of 
University Professors to be held in the Bitterroot Room of 
the Student Union Thursday, November 13th at 7:30 P.M. All 
faculty members are cordially invited to attend and participate.
d. Mr.’ Freeman announced that President Renne of Montana State 
College will be the guest speaker on the November 14th convo­
cation and urged attendance of all faculty members. Dr. Renne 
will discuss his recent trip to London to attend the Inter­
national Economists Conference.
4. Reports of Committees:
(1) Dr. A.S. Merrill, acting chairman of the Committee on Admission and 
Graduation, announced that:
a. Candidates for degrees and certificates at the end of the Summer 
Quarter, 1947, have completed all requirements with the following 
exceptions:
Jerome Anderson
Dolores L. Fellows 
Arne G. Goedecke 
Mark P. Hite 
Angier Jay Sheldon 
Erling Voldal
b. John L. Cumming and Charles R. Pedersen did not write "honors" 
theses for Economics and Sociology and therefore failed to 
graduate with honors.
c. David C. Martin earned a grade of "C” on his honors examination 
in Journalism. Therefore he was not recommended by the School 
of Journalism to graduate with honors. He did earn honors in 
his second major, History and Political Science.
Dr. Merrill also stated that a list of all students who are attending 
under Public Law #16 has gone out to all faculty members, who are 
urged to check their class rolls to make sure they note which of 
their students are under this bill, then carefully note the number 
of absences on the quarter grade reports and on the class cards, Only 
veterans under P.L. #16 need be reported.
(2) Kirk Badgley presented a report from the Student Employment Committee. 
He stated that differences in student wage scales in various depart­
ments made centralized control necessary. Mr. Badgley listed the work 
the committee as follows:
a. To do everything possible to exploit educational value in work 
or duties within major department.
b. Check on those students who are low scholastically and not 
allow any below C average to work part-time.
c. Keep record of student’s performance in personnel office which 





President McCain ruled: (1) All instructors must secure authorization 
from the President's Office for field trips for educational purposes when 
the trip will interfere with students' other classes.
(2) All field trips should be scheduled for week- 
eJJds’^UJJle?Si,an emergency Proves it to be impossible, in which case Step 1 
should be taken. H
6. The meeting was adjourned.
LS:MF
December 12, 1947
1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 P.M. on call of President James A. 
WCain who presided.
Present: Arnold, Armsby, Afkinson, Bates, Bennett, Berg, Brody, Brotsman, 
Bruns, Brunson, Bryant, Buck, Bue, Campbell, Carleton, Carroll, Castle, Clapp, 
W.P. Clark, Clow, Cole, Coleman, Conlin, Crow, Crowder, DeMaris, Dew, Diettert, 
Dwyer, Ely, Emblen, Ephron, Fenton, Fiedler, Fleming, Folkerts, Frankenstein, 
Freeman, Frost, Golden, Hammen, Harvey, Hatton, C. Hertler, D.M. Hetler, Hinze, 
Huck, Hulbert, Juday, Kraus, Leaphart, Line, Lory, Lovless, Lowell, McGinnis, 
Mason, Merrill, Mirrielees, Mollett, J. Moore, Ostrom, Oswald, Sappenfield, 
Severy, Shallenberger, Shattuck, Shepherd, Sherman, Shoemaker, L. Smith, G.H. 
Smith, Sorenson, Spaulding, Stoerker, Stoodley, Struckman, Swearingen, Teel, 
Thomas, Toelle, Van Duser, Varneck, Weisel, B. Wilson, V. Wilson, Wolfard, 
Wright, Yates.
Accounted for: Bischoff, Coe, K.P. Davis, Dugan, Ford, Gilliland, Gleason, 
Hall, Hoffman, Lommasson, MacArthur, Merriam, D. Miller, J.E. Miller, Miltz, 
Moe, Morris, Murray, Myers, Phillips, Platt, Ramskill, T.H. Smith, Stewart, 
M. Swearingen, B.E. Thomas, Turner , Waters.
2. The minutes of the meeting held November 11, 1947 were approved.
3. Announcement s.
a. New staff members were introduced as follows:
Miss Jean A. Brotsman, Assistant Reference Librarian, was introduced 
by Miss Campbell.
Mr. George F. Weisel, Instructor in Zoology, was introduced by Dr. 
Castle.
b. President McCain requested that staff members leave addresses for Winter 
Quarter Holidays with Mrs. Pettinato in the President's Office when they 
leave town and indicated that members of the Administrative staff who 
plan to be away during the Holidays are to file the usual request for 
leave in the President's Office.
c. President McCain also requested that two reports on out-of-state trips be med “th the president's Office, one of which would be forwarded to 
the Chancellor's Office.
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L, Secretary reminded the faculty of the dead-line for grade reports and ex­
pressed appreciation of the cooperation in the past in getting these re­
ports in as soon as completed.
5. Dr. Shallenberger explained new regulations on requests for surplus property 
and indicated that all previous requests were null and void, that new re­
quests were to be filed according to mimeogranhed.information that he had 
distributed. He explained the method used in filing applications.
6 The candidates for degrees and certificates (List No. 34) December 18, 1947 
were submitted to the faculty by Dr. Merrill, Acting Chainnan on the Committee 
on Admission and Graduation, and Dr. Clark, Dean of the Graduate School, sub­
ject to the provisions that all requirements for the respective degrees and 
certificates be completed in accordance with the faculty rules. The candi­
dates were unanimously approved by the facility.
I 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES
List No. 34 
at close of Fall Quarter, December 18. 1947 
submitted to Faculty, December 12, 1947 
subject to provision that all requirements 
for the respective degrees and certificates 
be completed in accordance with faculty rules.
RECOMMENDED BY COMMITTEE ON ADMISSION AND GRADUATION, MERRILL. ACTING CHAIRMN
Credits in Total
I. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts: Major Subject Credits
ECONOMICS & SOCIOLOGY
Dorothy May Asbury 54 194
Robert Roy Butzerin 66
Vernon Duane Malan 50?
Louis Joseph Tokle 52 199
FINE ARTS ' x
Patricia June Templeton 61 183?
HISTORY & POLITICAL SCIENCE
Erling Voldal 52 182?
PSYCHOLOGY & PHILOSOPHY
Samuel L. Buker 59i 181?
II, For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration:
Richard Volney Bottomly 53 189s
Robert H. Coombs 51 207?
Ruth E. Cox 66 184
Donald Eugene Harkins 59 188
Archie Winston Lowthian . 70 182
Albert L. Solander 75
Edward Scott Stanley . 58?
Ethel M. Turner 54
Margaret Turnquist 63
Robert S. Wedin 65?
Hu Neale Williamson 74 185
III. For the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Education:
Rudolph P. Koch 40| 220
Emilie M. Nadler 45? 191
IV. For the degree of Bachelor of Science in Forestry:
Jean Peterson Hamre 95 ^93
De Wilton Chester Smith 81
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Wallace Nichols Clark
Frederick P. Holbrook, Jr. ^7
Sherman V. Lohn - 132
James R. Paul 127
Albert E. Steensland 126
James F. Walsh, Jr. 129
Charles Russell White 128
126













RECOMMENDED BY GRADUATE COUNCIL, CLARK, DEAN




B.A., Montana State University, 1947 ^5




B.E., State Normal College, Dillon, Montana, 1935 55j




B.A., Montana State University, 1920 36*
Thesis: Grasshoppers
II. For the degree of Master of Arts in Journalism:
Donald R. Coe 45
B.A., Southwestern (Kansas) 1938
Thesis: A Basis for Rating Weekly Newspapers 
■“■part of credit on former basis.
Credits in Total 
— the degref~ of Bachelor of Arts ln JournanR^r Sub.1ect: Credits 
Ralph W. Craig
Frank Reid Donaldson 182. 
Alice 0. Finstad 69 j^l 
Paul Sanford Rhoades 55 208
57 195 
VI* ~ the de£ree of Bachelor of Laws-
M Major Grade received
—— Department in Senior Exam,
Samuel L. Buker Psych.& Phil. a
Sherman V. Lohn Law B
Paul Sanford Rhoades Journalism ' b
De Wilton Chester Smith Forestry A
of residence and were recorded by the ehaUnrf"Ihe^r £ joXXXs.
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7. Professor Toelle presented the following resolution to the faculty:
We the members of the Montana State University faculty, noting that des­
pite salary increases the real wage of our faculty is now considerably 
less than it was in 1939, that the 1945 legislature enacted a public em­
ployee’s retirement act permitting superannuation retirement benefits 
up to a maximum of >2500, that some of our faculty have been permitted 
to join this system, thus fostering a sense of unfairness and inequality, 
that the federal civil service retirement act provides retirement with 
maximum benefits of one-half the average salary over the highest five- 
year salary period, that private corporations are increasingly develop­
ing adequate retirement systems, that many of our faculty have found it 
difficult to make substantial progress toward providing their own re­
tirement and are finding it increasingly so with progressively higher 
living costs, that an adequate retirement system would make it easier 
to attract new faculty members, tend to hold faculty personnel, and im- |
prove faculty morale generally, now,
Therefore, be it resolved that this faculty recommends that in the 
planning of the University's 1948-49 legislative program high pri­
ority be accorded to the sponsoring of an amendment to Sec. 1, subd. I
13 of the 1937 teacher's retirement act raising the present $2000 
ceiling to $5000, thus applying Sec. Sa of the act to the withhold­
ing by the State of 5% of the salary of the teacher to and including 
$5000, and permitting the teacher, on retirement for maximum service 
and contributions, to receive a superannuation retirement benefit of 
substantially one-half the average final salary (Secs. 6, subd. 2 and 
1, subd. 14) to and including $5000; and that President McCain be re­
quested to seek approval of this resolution by the Executive Council, 
the Chancellor, and the State Board of Education, and in the event 
of such approval that it be forwarded to the State Teachers* Retire­
ment Board and the Montana Education Agsociation, and that the Secretary 
of the Faculty be instructed to forward this resolution to the faculties 
of the other units of the University of Montana.
Mr. Toelle moved the adoption of the above resolution, Mr. Atkinson seconded 
the motion, and it was passed by the faculty.
8. Dr. Shallenberger proposed that the faculty of Montana State University honor 
Dr. and Mrs. Selke at a dinner next quarter. This proposal was unanimously 
approved by the faculty. Dr. Shallenberger moved that the President appoint 
a committee to make arrangements. The motion was seconded and passed by the 
faculty.





1. A meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 P.M. on call of President James A. 
McCain who presided.
Fresent: Armsby, Armstrong, Atkinson, Bennett, Berg, Bischoff, Brody, Browdo*, 
Bruns, Bryant, Bue, Burgess, Campbell, Carleton, Carroll, Castle, Clapp, Clow, 
Coldiron, Coleman, Conlin, Crow, Crowder, Cullison, Davis, DeMaris, Dew, Dwyer, 
Ely, filnblen, Fenton, Ferguson, Fiedler, Fish, Fleming, Folkerts, Ford, Franken­
stein, Freeman, Gilkey, Gilliland, Golden, Hall, Hamilton, Hammen, Hamor, Hatto 
Hetler, Hoffman, Huck, Jeffers, Jeppesen, Jesse, Juday, Kraus, Leaphart, Line, 
Lommasson, Lory, Lovless, Lowell, Mason, Maucker, Merriam, Merrill, Mirrielees, 
Moe, Mollett, J. Moore, Murray, Ostrom, Oswald, Phillips, Platt, Sappenfield, 
Shattuck, Shepherd, Sherman, J.A. Shoemaker, T.H. Shoemaker, G. Smith, L.Smith, 
T.H. Smith, Sorenson, Speer, Stoodley, Struckman, Teel, B.E. Thomas, L.A.Thoma 
Toelle, Van Duser, Waters, B. Wilson, V. Wilson, Wolfard.
Accounted for: Albright, Alcorn, Arnold, Bates, Brunson, Buck, F.Clark, w.F« 
Clark,Coe, Cogswell, Diettert, Dugan, Fenton, Gleason, Hauge, Hinze, Hulbert, 
Kramer, Martell, Marvin, D. Miller, J.E. Miller, Myers, Ramskill, Severy, 
Shallenberger, Stewart, Stoerker, Tascher, Turner, Vameck, Weisel, Wright.
